
Hot as Heller: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

The man asked me to valet his damn car.

Look, I left LA for a reason. I’ve had my fill of big Hollywood stars and their even bigger egos. I want something genuine. Something real. And it doesn’t get any

realer than being the new sheriff of Aster Valley, Colorado.

That is, until entitled Finn Heller appears on the scene, handing me the keys to his convertible like I’m his personal servant. 

The former child star and wannabe action hero is the hottest thing I’ve ever seen. He’s also a snarky party animal with legions of adoring fans and attitude for

days.

Or so I thought. 

The longer the film crew stays in town, the more I begin to wonder if Finn is hiding his true self, one that’s as beautiful inside as out. He’s a star alright, but the

kind that shines bright enough to light up the night sky... the kind I want to make a wish on. 

A wish Finn will find a way to make things work with me, even if it means his next role is my very own leading man.

Under the Udala Trees

Author: Chinelo Okparanta

Inspired by Nigeria’s folktales and its war, Under the Udala Trees is a deeply searching, powerful debut about the dangers of living and loving openly.

Ijeoma comes of age as her nation does; born before independence, she is eleven when civil war breaks out in the young republic of Nigeria. Sent away to safety,

she meets another displaced child and they, star-crossed, fall in love. They are from different ethnic communities. They are also both girls. 

  

When their love is discovered, Ijeoma learns that she will have to hide this part of herself. But there is a cost to living inside a lie.     

  

As Edwidge Danticat has made personal the legacy of Haiti’s political coming of age, Okparanta’s Under the Udala Trees uses one woman’s lifetime to examine

the ways in which Nigerians continue to struggle toward selfhood. Even as their nation contends with and recovers from the effects of war and division, Nigerian

lives are also wrecked and lost from taboo and prejudice. This story offers a glimmer of hope — a future where a woman might just be able to shape her life

around truth and love. 

 

Acclaimed by Vogue, the Financial Times, and many others, Chinelo Okparanta continues to distill “experience into something crystalline, stark but lustrous” (New

York Times Book Review). Under the Udala Trees marks the further rise of a star whose “tales will break your heart open” (New York Daily News). 

 

Ben's Boss: Maine Men, Book Two

Author: K.C. Wells

“Pearson’s a common name.”

“It can’t be him.”

“God wouldn’t be that cruel.”

A painful history

Walking into the job interview confirms Ben White’s worst fears. It’s been eight years since high school, yet he can still recall Wade Pearson’s taunts.

There’s always a chance Wade isn’t the same homophobic asshole Ben knew. Yeah right.

Except the boy Ben remembers has grown into one seriously hot, brooding man. In another life, Ben would have climbed him like a tree. Wade’s gaze still makes

Ben shiver – although now for entirely different reasons.



A secret longing

As soon as Wade read Ben’s application, he knew he had to see him. Ben’s still as gorgeous as Wade remembers. It’s obvious he doesn’t expect to get the job,

given their history.

But Wade has an agenda. He has to make it up to Ben for treating him so badly – not that Ben will ever know why he acted like he did. Seeing him every day only

heightens Wade’s regret. If he’d had more courage back then, maybe he and Ben could have been something.

The least he can do is show Ben he’s changed.

There’s no way Wade can get what he really wants – Ben’s heart.

Messy Love (Stumbling into Love Book 3)

Author: Riley Hart

Danny

I’m not a guy who’s looking for a serious relationship. I love the chase, and the one time I thought I wanted more, the guy bailed. When my buddy Will mentions

his recently out, older brother is looking for a place to stay, I offer the spare room in my apartment. It’s clear Jonathan’s past did a number on him, and he’s

locked up tight. I make it my mission to show him how to have a little fun. What I don’t expect is to start to like him…or get jealous when he goes on a date…and

hooking up with him is a terrible idea…right?

Jonathan

When Dad caught me kissing a boy as a teenager, he made it clear such behavior was unacceptable, and I’ve been messed up about it ever since. I’m over thirty,

yet from Danny’s viewpoint, I’m a baby gay, which should be more annoying than it is. He’s got me playing on a queer baseball team, making friends, and wanting

things I never thought I’d want, like pursuing my art—and him. I definitely want him.

Problem is, I can’t get rid of the unwanted voices in my head, my relationship with most of my family is a disaster, and every time Danny touches me, I come

apart, finding myself wanting more. Danny doesn’t do relationships, he’s my brother’s friend, and I have a slew of hang-ups. All of this makes things…messy.

So then why can’t we keep our hands off each other? Why is he taking me on dates and looking at me like we could have more? To get there, we’ll need to put

our pasts away for good, and have a lot of trust, not just in ourselves, but each other.

Exploring Daddy (Love in LA Book 2)

Author: Mia Monroe

I’ve never had a Daddy. Can he teach me how to be the perfect boy?

I have three problems.

No job

No direction 

No clue what I’m doing next.

Following my best friend to LA is the only thing that makes sense. I’ll start a new life, figure out a career, and learn how to be an adult. Meeting Matteo is

intimidating but exciting. I know he wants a boy. I also know I’m far from what he’s looking for. How can I go to him when I don't even know how to balance a bank

account? I’m determined to stand on my own two feet before letting a Daddy take over my life.

As usual, life has other plans for me, and I find myself needing the one thing I tried to avoid. I can’t imagine what the gorgeous, older man could want with me, but 

I’m done fighting. I have a lot to learn about life and love, but exploring Daddy is turning out to be one of my better decisions. If he thinks I can be the perfect boy



for him, maybe I can. 

Exploring Daddy is a delicious Daddy/boy romance with a pining Daddy ready for a special boy, a stubborn young man fighting his own wishes, exploring new

ground, and learning that sometimes asking for help is the bravest thing you can do. It is book 2 in the Love in LA series featuring doting Daddies and sweet boys

finding love in Los Angeles.

Care: A Daddy Gay Romance (White House Men Series Book 5)

Author: Nora Phoenix

Kenn wants Warrick to be his teacher, his boyfriend…and his Daddy.

Being the president’s son was never something Kenn wanted, but it’s the reality nonetheless. Home from college with nothing to do, he’s elated when his father

hires a tutor to prepare him for law school.

Professor Warrick Duvall is kind, smart, and he has time for Kenn when no one else does. When the unthinkable happens and Kenn’s world is rocked to its core,

it’s Warrick who is there for him, and the friendship with him is the only thing that keeps Kenn going. Warrick takes care of him, helps Kenn find his footing again,

and they grow even closer.

When others start to notice and warn him, it’s time for Kenn to be honest about who he is and what he wants. But how will his father react when he learns Kenn

doesn’t want Warrick to be merely his teacher and his boyfriend…but his Daddy?

Care is a slow burn MM gay romance with an age gap and daddy kink (no age play), featuring a Daddy who doesn’t know he’s a Daddy and a needy boy who

soaks up all Daddy’s care. It’s the fifth book in the White House Men series, a continuing MM romantic suspense series set in the White House that needs to be

read in order. Care ends with a happily ever after, but the suspense plot ends on a cliffhanger and will be continued in the rest of the series.

Forbidden Lover (Exit Strategy Book 4)

Author: Jocelynn Drake

Devlin Relic was off limits.

The sweet man had already lost a husband and nearly lost his life when someone put a contract on his head last year.

He needed to focus on raising his adopted son and finding a nice, normal man.

Kai was anything but nice and normal.

He was an assassin, and that did not fit into Dev’s neat and tidy life.

But when a dead body mysteriously appears in Dev’s bathtub, it looks like an assassin is exactly what he needs.

Maybe this time Kai will be brave enough to fight for Devlin and finally put his exit strategy to use.

The Grave Between Us: M|M Romantic Suspense (A Noah & Cole Thriller Book 2)

Author: Tal Bauer

It was just one moment. 

It was just one mistake. 

 

For years, men have been disappearing. A father in North Carolina. A boater in California. A hiker in Arkansas. And more, scattered across the United States. 

The FBI knows who’s responsible: a serial killer they caught, a man they sent young profiler Cole Kennedy to interrogate. But then the killer escaped, leaving the 

FBI in chaos and Cole’s psyche in tatters. 

 

Eight years later, Cole’s life has changed. He’s found the man of his dreams, and he’s moved to Iowa to be with Special Agent Noah Downing, leaving the FBI’s 

Behavioral Analysis Unit and the murderers behind. 

 

Or so he thought. 

 

An attack on the backroads of Iowa shatters the FBI, and in the aftermath, they uncover the signature of the last man they expect: the killer who got away. Now



he’s hunting Noah, and the BAU descends on Des Moines, sending Cole back on the psychological chase. 

 

To catch the only man who has ever beaten him, Cole will have to delve inside the killer’s mind. It’s a place he barely survived before, and the deeper he goes,

the more horrors await. And though Noah is ordered to back off the investigation, he won’t leave Cole to face this darkness alone. 

 

If Cole has any hope of saving the man he loves, he must unravel the killer’s twisted profile and follow his trail of death… even when it leads him into the marrow

of his worst nightmares.

Zone of Action (Legends of Lobe den Herren Book 2)

Author: AJ Sherwood

Ren’s homecoming wishlist includes:

•Arman not bashing everyone’s heads together (at least not without him)

•Getting the fortress built before the Mongs attack (not at the rate they’re going with all the thefts happening)

•Going home without incident (also, again, not likely)

What it did not include was:

•Social reform

•A child

•A raiding party

•Arman actually using his words

Life once again proved reality is better than fantasy, and Ren couldn’t be happier.

Except for the Mongs. He could do without the Mongs.

Tags:

Homecoming, Arman actually uses his words, it’s a miracle, children, homophobic idiots, supportive brother, surprise visits from royalty, Ren would like to point

out this was not his idea, words are hard, if you have to build a fortress do it right the first time, Arman promises to not beat the whole country to a pulp for

scorning his marriage, maybe, no promises, parenting is hard, someone should have warned Arman, raiding parties are their jam, O’ Broín is a good bro,

matchmaking, social change, Arman sucks at giving hints, absolutely no one is surprised by this, fantasy becomes reality

Red, White & Royal Blue: A Novel

Author: Casey McQuiston

* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller *

* GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 *

* BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! *

What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales?

When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his

image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when

the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse.

Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable

friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a

surprisingly unstuffy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the

courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &

Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic.

"I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m

jealous of all the readers out there who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times

bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners

"Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times

bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six

Lost and Bound (Mismatched Mates Book 6)



Author: Eliot Grayson

Kidnapped, imprisoned, and experimented on for two years, Jared Armitage has lost the will to live. When his captors give him to another prisoner, one who can

and probably will take Jared’s life, he comes face to face with the most terrifying thing of all: hope.

Calder’s warlock captors meant to turn him into a monster, and they nearly succeeded. Starved, desperate, and filled with rage, Calder hasn’t cared about anyone

in years. Until Jared. Together they have a chance at escape and Calder has someone to fight and kill for. To cherish. Someone he doesn’t want to hurt.

Life after captivity isn’t easy. Jared never wanted a mate like Calder, but he craves Calder’s intense attention, his ability to take Jared apart…and then put him

back together again. Even if their mate bond is only temporary.

But Calder’s made a promise—one he’ll die before he breaks—never to hurt Jared or let him be hurt. Unexpected enemies are lurking, targeting Jared, Calder’s

one weakness. Their intense bond—and maybe even love—are worth everything, and they're both willing to fight for it…or die trying.

Lost and Bound contains dubcon and graphic violence. It also includes a monster who torments his mate by being too gentle, the werewolf who can’t stop craving

him, and knotting—and a guaranteed HEA. The book has new main characters, but it is best read in series. This series does not contain mpreg.

Hunter Moon (Wolf Moon Rising Book 3)

Author: Sam Burns

The prodigal alpha returns from the navy to a whole new sea of trouble...

Aspen Grove left his pack to ensure its future, and his own. After ten years in the navy, his father is dead, his brother is pack alpha, and he’s ready to return. But

does the pack he turned his back on still have a place for him so many years later?

Brook Morgan has seen the dark side of alpha wolves—their violence, their brutality, their greed. He has only taken the first small steps toward recovery when

Aspen Grove, the alpha who stole his heart then abandoned it ten years ago, returns to Grovetown. Thank the moon he can lose himself in video games and put

the only alpha he'd ever wanted out of mind for good.

After abandoning his rightful place in the Grove pack, Aspen is struggling to find where he fits in, but when the feral wolves who tormented Brook return looking

for more trouble, he has to protect his home, and his mate, or risk losing them both forever.

Hunter Moon is a second-chance, childhood sweethearts romantic wolfish romp featuring one misplaced navy alpha, a mechanic who’s better with cars and video

games than with people, and enough apple butter to soothe all woes, in a non-mpreg ABO world.

Please be aware of the content warnings on the copyright page of this book, as this story deals with trauma and recovery.

Sorcerers Always Satisfy: A Hidden Species Novel

Author: Louisa Masters

Just because I enjoy planning and researching doesn’t mean I’m not the most dangerous badass mothercracker around.

The world sees me as boring, dependable David. And I like it that way. I know things and I’m organized. Plus, I’ve seen firsthand the harm a chaotic life can inflict,

and I’d rather have my lists and be called dull.

Which is what makes it all the more disconcerting when a sexy elf declares his adoration and begins to “woo” me. What am I supposed to do?

Hide, mostly. It’s hard, though, because Caolan and I are supposed to be working together. And he’s tough to resist: sweet, competent, and so incredibly

beautiful. He sees something in me that no one else does. Would it really be such a bad thing if I gave in to temptation?

But my personal life can’t be the priority right now. The bad guys are gearing up to strike, and if we don’t stop them, the end of the world could be nigh. I need to

focus on that, not on letting Caolan show me the benefits of spontaneity. Why don’t world-ending disasters come with an instruction manual?

Protecting His Own: MM Shifter Romance (Guardians Of The Pack Book 1)

Author: Aja Foxx

~ Jackson ~ 

When life at home became too risky, I accepted my aunt's invitation to move to her ranch on the other side of the country. It would have been perfect if my aunt 

hadn't died a month after I arrived and left me her ranch. Now, I had to figure out how to run a ranch... and why a sexy stranger on a motorcycle has moved 

himself into my house. 

 

~ Ze'ev ~



I was born a dire wolf. Our sole purpose in life was to protect our pack. We didn't get mates. We didn't have lives of our own. We had nothing except our duty.

Well, screw that. I left my pack years ago, refusing to conform to the rules set down by the shifter council. Imagine my surprise when I find myself intrigued by a

human I met in passing. Unwilling to pass up an opportunity to get to know him better, I move myself into his house. What better way to discover why he smells

so damn good? 

 

When danger knocks on the front door and Jackson is attacked, who better to help me protect him than other dire wolves. It might be my only chance to keep him

alive, even if it means I have to form my own pack. 

~~~ 

Warning: Gay erotic romance. The material in this book contains explicit sexual content that is intended for mature audiences only. All characters involved are

adults capable of consent, are over the age of eighteen, and are willing participants.

The Single Dad: Red's Tavern, Book 4

Author: Raleigh Ruebins

As a newly single dad, I had hard rules. And a sensitive, smoking hot military vet is breaking every last one….

I’ve always had everything figured out. Dream job? Check. Three beautiful kids? Check. Married my high school sweetheart? Check.

...Until my marriage fell apart. Now I only see my kids for half of each week, and for the other half I’m left alone in my big, empty house, figuring things out all over

again in my thirties. My rules were simple: no hookups for two months, no dating for a year, and nobody meets my kids.

I blew right through that first rule with Luke.

He’s got deep eyes, beautiful tattoos, and a big, wounded military vet’s heart. At night I’m also chatting online with a guy that feels kind of like home, but is totally

off limits. I find myself wishing… hoping?... that he might even be Luke.

Before long Luke is flexing his handyman skills, helping me fix up my house and transform my life into something that feels like home again, too.

We have baggage the size of mountains, and pasts that haunt us.

But we both know that nothing is serious… so what’s the harm?

Peregrine: A Forbidden Desires Spin-Off Story

Author: Piper Scott

1508

Sebastian Drake, stoic protector of the Drake family, always gets what he wants—and there is nothing he wants more than the half-starved Pedigree omega

named Peregrine he comes across on his travels. It doesn’t matter that Peregrine is a Disgrace. Sebastian will do whatever it takes to keep him… and somehow,

as impossible as it might be, find a way to be his mate.

Present Day

For hundreds of years, Peregrine has enjoyed life as Sebastian’s mate. Sure, as one of the only bonded omegas in recent history he’s been kidnapped more

times than he can count, but with Sebastian there to save him it’s little more than an inconvenience. And attacks from hostile clans? That’s just a typical Tuesday.

But there is one thing Peregrine fears, yet desperately wants.

One thing that has hurt him time and time again.

One thing Sebastian can’t save him from.

And now it’s happening again.

He’s pregnant.

Peregrine is an 85,000 word omegaverse mpreg romance set prior to as well as following the events of the Forbidden Desires series. It has answers to questions

you’ve been dying to know and contains heartache, laughter, origin stories, meddling reptilian families with huge hearts, exotic locales, a dash of danger, and a

love story five hundred years in the making. For maximum enjoyment, Peregrine is best read following the events of Clutch, Bond, Mate, Swallow, Magpie, and

Finch.

Please use the Look Inside or Download Free Sample feature to read the Content Warning for possible triggers.

Sweet as Honey: An Aster Valley Novel



Author: Lucy Lennox

When I rode my bike into Aster Valley, it was supposed to be temporary. A quick, relaxing visit with friends. No entanglements. Zero drama.

But then I saw the bumblebee being harassed on the side of the highway. 

More specifically, I saw Truman Sweet, Aster Valley’s resident botanist, spice merchant, and bee-costume enthusiast, being harassed. And the second I got

involved, all my plans for a quick departure scattered like pollen on the breeze.

It turns out that Truman—adorkably shy, relentlessly sunshiny, hot as all heck, reluctantly-still-a-virgin Truman—has secrets. Secrets someone in this charming

small town doesn’t want brought to light. Secrets that rouse every one of my protective instincts just as surely as his kisses rouse… other parts of me. 

And before I know it, I’m thinking being entangled might not be so bad… if it’s Truman I’m tangled up with.

I’ll do whatever it takes to protect Truman from the dangers in his past, but after a lifetime of loneliness and disappointment, how can I possibly convince him to

trust me with his future?

The Endgame (Atlanta Lightning Book 1)

Author: Riley Hart

Weston

When I left home, I swore I’d never hide anything about myself again. From college, to law school, to the United States Senate representing California, I’ve done it

all as an out gay man. So, when I’m in DC and see a beautiful guy at the hotel bar, I don’t hesitate to proposition him…right before he runs out on me, leaving his

sunglasses behind like my very own Cinderfella.

Anson

I’ve always known I’m gay, but never acted on it. Pretending isn’t easy, but it means I can keep playing football. No one has ever guessed my secret until the

gorgeous man at a bar in DC. At least he doesn’t know who I am—the best tight end in the NFL, playing for the Atlanta Lightning. Though my identity doesn’t stay

a secret from him for long.

Between texts and late-night phone calls, we get to know each other. West’s the only person who knows all the parts of me, just like I know his. When he asks for

one night together so he can show me what it’s like to be with a man, I can’t say no. But once isn’t enough, and we keep sneaking around together—brief

encounters, in California, Georgia, or DC, filled with passionate touches and whispered truths.

I never thought I’d have love. West never thought he’d want it. Now we’re all in with each other, but he still has time left in his Senate term. I have contract

obligations to fulfill, and I’m closeted. We don’t even live in the same state. The odds are stacked against us, but if there’s one thing I know, it’s how to win. He’s

the endgame in the biggest challenge of my life, the one I’m banking my future happiness on.

Dead Broke (Cold Case Psychic Book 16)

Author: Pandora Pine

Newly minted private investigator Ronan O’Mara is working tirelessly to make his detective agency successful. When he’s asked to look into the suspected

suicide of a local psychic, he quickly realizes there’s been a murder. A second psychic is found dead in her kitchen days later, and Ronan begins searching for

clues to connect the two crimes.

Worried he is in the line of fire, psychic Tennyson Grimm is running scared. With no leads and few clues, they are no closer to finding the monster stalking the

psychic community. After speaking with clients of the deceased psychics, Ten realizes they were con artists, duping their clients into spending every last dime

they have to reunite with lost loved ones and break curses.

When someone close to Tennyson is attacked and nearly killed, the psychic community rushes to West Side Magick, hoping Ten and Ronan can find the killer

and stop him before he strikes again.

The pieces of the puzzle fall into place for Ronan when the next body drops. Now, it’s a race against time to get to the killer before he gets to Tennyson.

Where There's a Kilt, There's a Way (Kilty Pleasures Book 2)

Author: Ella Stainton

"This book was a total delight" -- Cat Sebastian, author of Two Rogues Make a Right on Best Laid Plaids 



Sweden, 1930 

 

 

Two years ago, Dr. Ainsley Graham proved the existence of ghosts, and fell in love--hard to top that. But a trip to Sweden to research at a prestigious University

for the summer is nothing to sneeze at, especially since his partner, psychologist Joachim Cockburn, will be teaching alongside him. A change of scenery might

be just the thing.  

 

Their idyllic trip to Sweden is interrupted by a ghost with a proclivity for rude hand gestures and graphic curse words--and a ghastly history begging to be

investigated. Life among the living is complicated, too, by a gruff professor who can't take his eyes off Ainsley, and an enticing new job offer for Joachim.  

 

What starts as an adventurous trip abroad turns into mayhem, murder, and...a magical moose? And everyone--well, perhaps not the moose--is a suspect in the

death of the ghostly young man who brings them together to expose secrets, loves lost, and a crime that will shock them all.

Hunter's Hare: A MM Mpreg Shifter Romance (Claws Inc. Book 2)

Author: Fel Fern

I told myself one night with him was enough. I lied. David’s mine. My Omega.

The moment fate threw David into Hunter Thornton’s path, Hunter was doomed. David’s sweet and strong. Naive and caring. He’s the perfect Omega, except he’s

not meant for Hunter. Hunter promised David he’s content just being friends. He lied. Hunter’s about to break his promise. Every time they hang out or go on their

‘friend dates’, Hunter starts wanting more. If Hunter crosses the line, he might ruin their friendship, but it’s a risk Hunter’s willing to take.

Omega David Santos needs to start over. He moved to Westford Hills to get away from a persistent stalker. Good thing his best friend is living in the same area.

Hunter’s incorrigible. Caring. Protective. Too sexy for his own good. Hunter’s got the total package. David’s the wrong fit for him. But the moment Hunter kisses

him, his entire world is overturned. David knows he should stay strong. He can’t fall for Hunter’s charms, but what if it’s too late?

A reluctant and sweet Omega falls for his charming and overprotective Alpha in Hunter’s Hare. It is book 2 in the Claws Inc. series. There are no cliff-hangers or

cheating, and a HEA is guaranteed.

Getting Friendly (Never Just Friends Book 3)

Author: Saxon James

LEON 

 

When I’m looking for a hook up, I want three things: 

 

Big, thick, and rough. 

 

So it doesn’t make sense that I can't get my new hire out of my head. 

 

He's a tiny guy with big ideas ... and he's my apprentice which means he's completely off limits. 

 

But he’s already under my skin. 

 

And for the first time with any guy, I don’t think I can hold my own against him. 

 

Physically, yes. Emotionally, no. 

 

Auggie makes me weak. 

 

AUGGIE 

 

Growing up, I always wanted to go into the family business and follow in Dad’s footsteps. 

 

Until in my senior year of high school when he told me to find a new dream. 

 

No one would let a small, clumsy guy like me on a construction site. 

 

And after trying and failing for years, I was starting to believe him. 

 

Then LJ Constructions calls me for an interview and when I meet Leon, he becomes my new dream. 

 

He's hot as hell, self made, and instead of putting me down, he sees what I’ve always seen in myself. 



But I’m not dumb enough to throw away this one chance, not even for him. 

 

Not even if I really, really want to. 

 

Getting Friendly is a low angst friends-to-lovers romance with spa dates, a size difference, and an adorably awkward MC. 

 

All books in the Never Just Friends series are stand alones. Series number refers to recommended reading order.

Pretenders: MM Fake Boyfriend/Opposites Attract Romance

Author: Alexa Land

Doctor Wesley Bennett is desperate to find a date for his ex-fiancé’s destination wedding. So desperate, in fact, that he’s decided to hire an escort to pose as his

boyfriend.

That’s what he thinks, anyway.

My roommate’s the actual escort, not me. He wasn’t available, so I stepped in. This job was just way too sweet to pass up.

It should be easy. All we have to do is convince everyone Wesley and I are a couple without getting emotionally involved. He’s adorable though, in a nerdy and

endearingly awkward kind of way, and the attraction between us is undeniable. I have a feeling things are about to get complicated. And what’s going to happen

when the job is over? Can we stop pretending and build something real? Or are a straight-laced pediatrician and a lavender-haired DJ too different to make it

work?

Pretenders is a stand-alone, opposites attract gay romance, set in the world of Alexa Land’s best-selling Firsts and Forever Series.

Brave Boy (Perfect Boys Book 2)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

As long as LonelyDaddy is on the other side of the computer screen, there’s a chance he could be the man Emerson has been dreaming of.

I’ve gotten used to being alone, to disappearing inside the fictional worlds between the pages of a book and letting my lonely life fade away. Books have never

judged me for the stutter I can’t control. Books have never abandoned me. Books have never let me down. Then again, books have never hugged me or told me

they loved me either, so my plan is far from perfect.

The first time I lay eyes on the tall, red-haired Kiernan with a beard for days and shoulders made for scratch marks, I wanted to crawl onto his lap and call him

Daddy. The only problem is, I can never seem to string two words together around him… Heck, I’d be happy to manage to get even one word out, like maybe

“yes,” preferably over and over again.

I thought making an online dating profile would be the hardest part, but it turns out getting up the courage to meet the man I’ve been messaging is even more

difficult.

Could LonelyDaddy be Kiernan? And if he is, is there any chance he’ll want to keep me? Can I be his brave boy?

***Brave Boy is the online love-sweet, ginger Daddy—totally swoony—second book in the Perfect Boys series and can be read as a stand-alone.

The Jock: An M|M Sports Romance

Author: Tal Bauer

Wes Van de Hoek clawed his way off his family’s West Texas ranch under the Friday night lights, earning a football scholarship to the state’s best university. 

Three years in, he has it all: he’s the starting tight end, team captain, and, according to ESPN, maybe the best college football player in the nation. But he’s been 

keeping a secret from everyone. 

 

Justin Swanscott has three certainties in his life: he’s gay, football is overrated, and he really, really doesn’t like cowboys. He should never have fallen into Wes’s 

open-range eyes or let his heart run wild when Wes gave him that shy little smile over summer. But he couldn’t stop himself. 

 

Everyone’s asking questions about Wes this season: How is he playing so well? Will Texas be undefeated this year? Will he take the team all the way to the 

national championship? What’s next for him? 

 

The truth? Wes isn’t dreaming about an NFL contract. His heart belongs to Justin, even though the world wants it to belong to football. 

 

Wes has stadiums packed with screaming fans, ESPN is all over him, and the NFL wants him badly. He’s living under a microscope, and the pressure keeps



building as the team keeps winning. Everyone wants something from him, but all Wes wants is to love Justin. 

 

Something’s gotta give. 

Off Key (Whispering Key)

Author: May Archer

I’m about to sing you the saddest song in the universe, and it’s called “The Man of My Dreams Married My Sister.” 

It’s kinda my theme song. And trust me when I tell you, it’s heavy on the violins.

Because the man in question? He’s not just any guy, he’s Rafe freakin’ Goodman. 

My former best friend. 

The boy who made my summers on Whispering Key magical. The guy who inspired every love song that led to the chart-topping music career I have today. The

man I always sort of figured would wait for me, while I pursued my dreams and finally found a way to tell the world I was gay…

But instead of waiting, he married Aimee.

Rafe and Aimee’s marriage has been over for a while now, but it doesn’t really matter. He doesn’t love me even though I feel like I’ll love him until the day I die.

Trying to be “just friends” would tear me apart.

We’re a broken chord. A blue note. Hopelessly out of tune.

Or so I thought. 

But when circumstances throw us back together on a crazy cross-country road trip, suddenly all kinds of secrets come to light that make it seem like maybe our

show’s not over yet. 

If I want a life with the man of my dreams, though, I’ll have to be honest--with Rafe and the rest of the world, too--and find the courage to write us a new song. 

One that’s exactly like us: perfectly imperfect… and a little off key. 

The Murder Between Us: M|M Romantic Suspense (A Noah & Cole Thriller Book 1)

Author: Tal Bauer

It was just one night.

It was just one mistake.

FBI Agent Noah Downing had questions about his sexuality that a single night in Vegas should have answered. But dawn finds him on a plane back to Iowa, back

on the trail of a vicious serial killer who disappeared six years ago and has suddenly resurfaced. There’s nothing like a murder investigation to escape an

existential crisis.

FBI profiler Cole Kennedy is still reeling after finding a heart-stopping connection with a seemingly perfect man, only for him to vanish. When he’s sent to Iowa to

profile the killer terrorizing America’s heartland, he finds more questions than answers - both about the murderer and about Noah, the last man he ever expected

to see again.

A twisted secret stretches between Cole and Noah, tangled with questions they both have about each other. But now, thrown together, they’ll have to unravel the

killer’s profile and follow his trail... back to the very beginning, to where everyone’s questions are answered once and for all.



The Swap Masquerade

Author: Annabella Michaels

“A night of passion and pleasure awaits you. No names, no faces, just the chance to live out your wildest fantasies. Leave your keys in the bowl and let fate

decide who you’ll end up with.” After years of hiding his sexuality from his family and teammates, Elliott Stone is tired of living a lie. However, with only three

months left until the baseball season is over and he graduates from college, he’s determined to keep his secret for a little bit longer. But the words written on a

party invitation offer another option. One that might allow him to finally explore what it’s like to be with another man. Gavin Holt loves being a college professor,

but living and working in a small, conservative town makes discretion essential when it comes to his sexuality. That’s why he likes going to Swap Masquerades.

Hiding his identity under a mask is the only way he can truly feed all of his desires without anyone finding out. Behind a mask, is the one place they can both let

their inhibitions go, but what happens if the person finally revealed is someone who’s off limits?

"An incredibly brilliant and unique romance. It was everything I wanted in a sequel and more. Gavin and Elliott were perfection." - Author Nicky James

"The Swap Masquerade will have you fanning yourself one minute, and smiling so big the next...Add that to the romance Annabella writes so well, and you've got

the best of both worlds" - Author Jaclyn Quinn

"The Swap Masquerade reminded me why I fell in love with Annabella Michael's writing. It has everything I love, passion, emotion, outstanding plot, and

characters with chemistry so strong it flew off the page and into my heart." - Author Davidson King

"As a huge fan of voyeur scenes, this steamy, sexy read was hot! hot! hot! Add in the loving characters and the sweet story line, the Swap Masquerade is

everything I expect from Annabella Michaels. Five breathtaking stars. - Author Sammi Cee

Right as Raine: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Tiller:

As the first openly gay professional football player, I can’t afford to make any mistakes, on or off the field. And the absolute biggest mistake I could make right

now would be to fall for Mikey Vining, my best friend, employee and, more importantly, Coach’s baby boy. I might fantasize about Mikey at night-—every

night—but actually touching him would be a serious personal foul. 

And falling for him? That’s completely out of bounds.

Mikey:

I’ve learned my lesson about falling for one of my dad’s players. They’re a bunch of spoiled jocks with more muscles than brains. I’ve spent years learning to keep

my eyes, and my hands, to myself. But resisting the temptation becomes nearly impossible when Tiller Raine and I end up together in a small cabin in a remote

Colorado town. 

Suddenly, there’s not much to do but look at each other. And talk. And hopefully, hopefully touch.

But what happens when our stay in Aster Valley is over and it’s time to return to the real world? Will Coach blow the whistle on our relationship? Or will Tiller

admit there might actually be something he loves more than football after all?

Brother-in-Law Material

Author: Crystal Lacy

Can his sister’s fake boyfriend become his real one?

When Kendall O'Hara catches his boyfriend cheating, he runs to his sister--the only person he can rely on in the city. But she's on a business trip, so Kendall finds

himself temporary roomies with her super hot and equally kind live-in boyfriend.

Luke Hale's family has made him so jaded regarding relationships that he’s had no problem pretending to be his best friend’s boyfriend. It’s never been a

problem, until her sweet, adorable brother arrives. Kendall’s passion for his food channel is contagious and his openness and vulnerability are intoxicating.

They both know the other should be off-limits, but spending time together--cooking, talking, laughing--is so easy and wonderful. Their attraction is undeniable and

once Kendall learns that Luke is actually available, all bets are off. Sizzling chemistry quickly gives way to real feelings. But Kendall’s stay is temporary. Can their

friends with benefits arrangement blossom into a forever love or will they both wind up alone again?

Brother-in-Law Material is a 57,000-word M/M romance including the following tropes: fake boyfriend, temporary roommates, friends with benefits, best friend's

brother.

Beautifully Unexpected



Author: Lily Morton

Sometimes love comes when you least expect or want it.

Magnus Carlsen is determined to grow old disgracefully. At fifty-two, he doesn’t believe in keeping anything. Men, sofas, books—everything gets jettisoned,

eventually. He’s divided his life into happy compartments. A successful trial lawyer, he spends his days lecturing jurors, exasperating judges, and striding

arrogantly around courtrooms. He fills his nights with a parade of handsome young men who want to make him happy. Why date someone his own age to discuss

back pain, retirement-planning, and corns, when he can date men who don’t care to discuss anything at all?

However, when one of these sunny young men shows an inclination for dramatic scenes, Magnus meets his new neighbour. And his whole world implodes.

Laurie Gentry is nearly the same age as Magnus, but that’s where the similarity ends. He’s messy and creative and nosy and mysterious. He’s everything that

Magnus has spent a lifetime avoiding. So, why can’t he get Laurie out of his head?

Luckily, Laurie is only in London for the summer. Magnus can uncover Laurie’s mysteries and indulge their annoyingly hot attraction, and Laurie will be gone

before complications arise. A few months isn’t long enough to lose his heart. Is it?

From bestselling author, Lily Morton comes a romantic comedy about two footloose older men and how one summer in London brings something quite beautifully

unexpected into their lives.

Fourth Point of Contact (Legends of Lobe den Herren Book 1)

Author: AJ Sherwood

Ren’s fantasy wishlist includes:

A sexy lover (preferably of the male variety)

Peace inside of the palace

Possibly an onsen

His best friend never deployed again, and always beside him

It does not include:

Assassins inside of his palace

Far too many conspiracies

Being proposed to while hungover. In bed. By his straight best friend.

Arman Brahms falling in love with him is a fantasy Ren’s buried for over six years, so to have it come true seems unreal. He has questions. All the questions.

Mainly because Arman is bad at using his words.

But the most important question?

Is the fantasy worth risking everything?

Tags:

Friends to lovers, GFY, Arman is the king of demisexual, Arman is absolutely done with this nonsense and lets people know it, no fainting damsels here,

proposing is difficult, indecent proposal, Arman uses words, not too many, that’s what Ren is for, Ren’s up to rule twenty-five, Arman’s still violating three, five,

and sixteen, too many potential conspiracies, too many assassination attempts, Ren would like less assassins please and thank you, being warden to a palace is

not as much fun as it looks, Fourth Point of Contact doesn’t mean what you think, don’t mix alcohol with a teenage princess, accidental princess corruption, royal

meddlers, fantasy world but no magic

Finding Ky (Custos Securities Series Book 4)

Author: Luna David

Partners in every sense of the word, Sawyer and Jackson have been a unit since they were young teenagers. Growing up together in the same foster home, they 

learned they could depend only on each other. But when Kyler—a boy barely half their age—arrived heartbroken and scared, the young men took him under their 

wings, vowing to take care of him and protect him. 

 

But then an unimaginable nightmare tears their world apart, separating Sawyer and Jackson from Kyler. Doing their best to keep their vow, even after disaster 

strikes, Sawyer and Jackson try to ensure Kyler is safe as he grows up without them. 



Kyler always thought running from his past was his only option, until his past catches up with him in the form of Sawyer and Jackson. He finally realizes, maybe

the only way forward is to go back to the past. But in doing so, the three of them find themselves embroiled in a family vendetta that spans decades, threatening

to upend their world once again. 

 

Will Sawyer and Jackson finally be able to fulfill their promise to keep Kyler safe— while proving they accept and love him for who he is—or will the odds always

be stacked against them? 

 

Author’s Note: Kyler is genderfluid, for more specifics and/or if you prefer trigger warnings, please use the "Look Inside" feature to find them within the first

several pages of the book. Ignore them, otherwise. Happy reading! 

Reckless (Leather & Chrome Book 1)

Author: Kiki Clark

Ride hard. Love harder. Live recklessly.

Tank is done with his old life. All it's brought him is trouble and misery in the form of a four-year prison term. Though he did find one good thing while behind bars:

Charles "CJ" Crane, pen pal extraordinaire.

After months of exchanging increasingly personal letters, Tank knows exactly where he's headed as soon as the prison gates open. CJ doesn't know he's

coming, and he's not sure what he'll say when he gets there, but he knows one thing for certain.

The promises he and his boy made to each other in their letters may have been reckless, but he's willing to risk everything he’s got on finding out if what they

have could be real.

Reckless is the first book in the Leather & Chrome series and features a motorcycle club's annual charity ride, a possessive biker whose new favorite color is

pink, a twenty-four-year-old overly eager to experience his first time, and an excessive appreciation for perfectly lined tattoos.

Please see Author's Note for additional information.

Any Closer

Author: Mary Calmes

Charlie Ryerson has a colorful past, painful memories, and more than one secret he's been keeping from his best friend. After three years working for Leo

Foster's construction company, Charlie's worst fears are realized, and Leo finds out the first part of what Charlie has worked so hard to hide. When Leo meets the

revelation with absolute acceptance,Charlie is ready to come clean about his heart, and make a confession from the soul he hopes will change their relationship

forever.

XOXO, Ean: An Opposites Attract M/M Daddy Romance (Princess Pen Pals Book 4)

Author: A.W. Scott

He needs a place to lay low...

Ean Garner is Hollywood's hottest leading man. With a career that others would kill for, he seems to be living the life. Except he's not. Ean's been living a lie for a

long time, and he's finally taken off the mask to show the world his true self.

Of course, nothing is ever that easy, right? Instead of feeling liberated, he gets berated and told to change back. Frustrated and alone, Ean does the one thing he

thinks will help... He runs.

Rhett lives life in his own bubble of happiness. He's got his station at his tattoo shop, the ranch he inherited, and a great set of friends. Deciding to help the

newest bunch out with a project leads him into a situation he never expected.

When Ean Garner, his ultimate celebrity crush and someone half his age, shows up in town needing a place to lay low, he jumps at the chance to help. He may

never have a shot with the newly outed Little, but he wants to be around him as much as he can.

A gruff, older Daddy who thinks he doesn't stand a chance. An (occasionally) bratty Little on the run from his old life. Together, they find their own version of

happiness.

This book features content meant for audiences 18+. It is in the same world as the previous books in the series and is best read after the others.



The Omega's Hesitant Hero (Bishop's Bay Omegaverse Book 1)

Author: Kelex

Newly returned from an overseas tour, ex-Army medic McCoy Cavanaugh is readjusting to civilian life. He’s taking what he learned in the military and enrolled in

med school in a bid to rise above being born on the wrong side of the tracks. The last thing he needs in his life is an omega throwing his plans into chaos,

especially one who’s way out of his league.

Jackson Bishop, yes from those Bishops, wants nothing more than to stand on his own two feet. After the death of his parents, he was cocooned within his

wealthy, conservative grandparents’ world. Independence from the weight of their sheltering leads him to enroll in the local university. Who cares if his

grandparents only agreed because they assume he’s there to catch an alpha?

Catch an alpha, he does—much to his chagrin. Neither McCoy or Jackson are ready to take on a relationship yet can’t seem to fight the magnetic pull of the

other.

Even if they finally choose to be together, McCoy fears Jackson’s family will never accept him… especially when there’s someone close who doesn’t want to see

their happily ever after arrive.

Daddy's Precious: An Age Gap MM Romance

Author: Hayden Hall

There’s only one rule: don’t fall in love.

Dylan

He’s the strangest man I’ve ever met; a true artist.

When Nicholas hired me for two weeks of shooting for his comeback collection, everyone warned me he was a hard man to work with.

Nobody thought to warn me about falling in love with him.

The moment I lifted my T-shirt and the shutter snapped, the sparks exploded and I couldn’t rid myself of those feelings.

No matter the gossip that follows him, he makes one thing clear: never mix work and lust.

Nicholas

The boy’s a natural; a proper sub.

He’s also the model that dragged me back into the business. When he moved into my house in the mountains, it was supposed to be business as usual. Except,

it’s never business as usual.

I’ve been burned in the past and I swore never to let my guard down around another model, but that’s easier said than done when Dylan is all innocent attraction.

I must resist him, or else I’ll fall in love with him.

Daddy’s Precious is a full length MM romance with high steam, a man and a boy hurting from old wounds, one adorable kitten, and a guaranteed

happily ever after. It can be read as a standalone.

Bad Intentions (Intentions Duet Book 1)

Author: Ella Frank

My name isn’t Logan Mitchell, but Marcus St. James doesn’t know that… 

 

When I showed up at my roommate’s work party, the last thing I expected was to find a man straight out of my dreams. But when the crowd parted and the fates 

aligned, there he was, waiting for me. Marcus St. James, president of ENN WorldWide News. 

 

Sexy and powerful, with a stare that could freeze you in place, Marcus was the perfect reward for securing a job at Mitchell & Madison, the best law firm in 

Chicago. To play with the big fish, however, one must become a big fish, and that’s where my little white lie began. 

 

It was one night. I was never going to see him again, and from the second we spoke, I knew he was interested. It was there in his eyes, the same fire in my veins. 

It was there in his voice, whenever he said my name. 

 

The only problem? It wasn’t my name, and now I wanted more—much more. 

 

But how can anything good come out of something that started with such bad intentions?



 

 

Bad Intentions is the first book in the Intentions Duet. 

Out of Control (Black Dragons Inc. Book 1)

Author: Cindy Dees

Hot SEAL. Hot spy. Hot reunion. Can they work together to find a notorious terrorist without killing each other first?

When SEAL Spencer Newman accepts a dangerous mission to bring in CIA agent Drago Thorpe—the only man he’s ever loved—he expects things to get

FUBAR. He doesn’t expect Drago to convince him to go rogue too.

Drago regrets ending their torrid affair by pressuring Spencer to acknowledge their relationship publicly, and he wants a second chance. It’s always been a

challenge to get the uptight SEAL to break the rules, but to eliminate a supposedly dead terrorist, they’ll need to operate outside the law. Tension heats up as

they track their target, but can they find him before their attraction explodes out of control?

The Alpha's Warlock (Mismatched Mates Book 1)

Author: Eliot Grayson

Cursed, mated, and in for the fight of their lives…

Warlock Nate Hawthorne just wants a cup of coffee. Is that too much to ask? Apparently. Because instead of precious caffeine, all he gets is cursed by a pack of

werewolves who want to use him for his magic. Now the only way to fix the damage is a mate bond to a grumpy and oh-so-sexy alpha in the rival pack, who

happens to hate him. This is so not how he wanted to start his day.

Ian Armitage never intended to take Nate as his mate. The Hawthorne family can’t be trusted. Ian knows that better than anyone. The fact that he’s lusted after

the way-too-gorgeous man for years? Totally irrelevant. Ian’s just doing what is necessary to protect his pack. This whole mating arrangement has nothing to do

with love and never will. That’s his story and he’s sticking to it.

Nate and Ian will have to work together if they have any hope of staving off the pack’s enemies and averting disaster. That’s assuming they can stop arguing (and

keep their hands off each other) long enough to save the day…

The Alpha’s Warlock is an explicit M/M paranormal romance featuring a snarky warlock, a brooding alpha werewolf, knotting, enchanted socks (long story), and a

guaranteed happily ever after. This series does not contain mpreg.

Following the Rules: Nerd/Jock MM Romance (The Script Club Book 1)

Author: Lane Hayes

The geek, the jock, and a new set of rules…

Topher-

My friend’s brother needs an academic assistant and I need a job. Problem…jocks are my weakness. Seriously. I lose my ability to speak coherently around

muscle-bound hotties. Oh yeah, I lose my inhibitions too—not a good look for a guy with a genius IQ. So what am I going to do about Simon? 

Simon-

Finishing college isn’t high on my list of priorities, but my future in professional football is looking bleak. I need a plan B or C, and I could use some help

navigating life as an undergrad. Topher is perfect. He’s also a little strange…but in a good way. And I like the way I feel when I’m around him—as though

anything is possible. Maybe if we follow our hearts, we’ll find what we’re looking for. But that means changing the rules…

Following the Rules is a MM, bisexual awakening romance starring a lovable nerd, a cool jock, and some extracurricular fun. 

Finn's Fantasy: Maine Men, Book One

Author: K.C. Wells

A secret desire



By day, Finn builds houses on the coastline of Maine. Afterhours, Finn dreams of the hot older guy who walks his chocolate lab on Goose Rocks Beach. The man

of his dreams ticks all his boxes. Salt and pepper hair. Strong jawline. Blue eyes.

His dream man is perfect fantasy material. As for actually speaking to him?

As if. Their paths won’t ever cross, and the guy is probably straight.

A new chapter

Recently divorced Joel is finally living as a gay man, but he’s not sure he’s ready to jump into a relationship. That doesn’t stop him from noticing his new

contractor’s muscular build, hewn from hard, physical work, or his storm-colored eyes. Or the way he wears his tool belt slung low on his hips. The icing on the

cake? There’s more to Finn than good looks. Maybe he’s the perfect guy to share long walks on the beach and warm nights in front of a fire.

But it’s been twenty years since Joel was with a man. While he’s not forgotten how to flirt, he’s nervous about making a move.

Especially with Finn.

Baby Daddies: MMF Bisexual Menage Secret Baby Romance (Bi Bi Baby)

Author: Roxanne Riley

When I find an urgent ad seeking someone to fill a nanny position, I'm just hoping for a bit of good luck for a change. And, well, I definitely get lucky.

Dustin and Rudy, the couple who hire me, aren't just drop-dead-gorgeous eye candy, they're also the perfect employers. Their two-year-old, Brianna, is an

absolute dream to take care of, and it doesn't take long before I almost feel like a part of their family.

Although I worry that maybe I'm getting a little too close. The more time I spend around my two hot bosses, the more drawn to them I feel. So I try to focus on the

task-and the toddler-at hand.

But things get complicated when one rainy night, the two of them decide to give me a grown-up lesson in sharing. They bring me to levels of pleasure I never

dreamed possible, and I'm falling fast.

Soon they aren't just sharing my body, but my heart.

It all seems too good to be true, especially when a bright, blazing pink plus sign on a pregnancy test makes me happier than I've ever been.

Until a misunderstanding threatens to ruin everything.

Is two baby daddies one too many?

Or can our pieced-together & unconventional family of five find our ultimate happy ending?

Baby Daddies is a bisexual menage secret baby romance with high heat MM and MFM scenes (swords do cross in this one!). It has no cliffhangers and no

cheating, but it does have a very happily ever after and lots of steam.

Hostile Takeover

Author: Lucy Lennox

It was supposed to be a prank. A silly frat boy dare.

One hot moment in a hidden storage closet. One kiss. No consequences.

But if you get that close to a man with fire in his eyes, you’re gonna get burned, and I was no exception. One taste of Grey Blackwood ruined me for life.

The way Grey sees it, I was the one who did the ruining. I humiliated him. Wrecked his life. Destroyed his future.

Doesn’t matter that he’s clawed his way back and then some. Doesn’t matter that he’s already top of the Wall Street food chain. The man’s ruthless. Heartless.

And he likes his revenge served cold.

Now he’s taking down the companies owned by every frat boy who did him wrong. And when he comes for my family’s company, the quiet life I’ve built for myself

far away from Manhattan comes crumbling down, too.

But when Grey’s standing in our boardroom, threatening a hostile takeover and demanding I negotiate on behalf of my family, I don’t see an enemy. I see the

chance I’ve been waiting for.

The chance for another night in his arms, and hopefully a whole lot more.



Let the negotiations begin.

Hostile Takeover is a full-length, standalone novel.

Call Me by Your Name: A Novel

Author: André Aciman

Now a Major Motion Picture from Director Luca Guadagnino, Starring Armie Hammer and Timothée Chalamet, and Written by Three-Time Oscar™

Nominee James Ivory

The Basis of the Oscar-Winning Best Adapted Screenplay

A New York Times Bestseller

A USA Today Bestseller

A Los Angeles Times Bestseller

A Vulture Book Club Pick

An Instant Classic and One of the Great Love Stories of Our Time

Andre Aciman's Call Me by Your Name is the story of a sudden and powerful romance that blossoms between an adolescent boy and a summer guest at his

parents’ cliffside mansion on the Italian Riviera. Each is unprepared for the consequences of their attraction, when, during the restless summer weeks,

unrelenting currents of obsession, fascination, and desire intensify their passion and test the charged ground between them. Recklessly, the two verge toward the

one thing both fear they may never truly find again: total intimacy. It is an instant classic and one of the great love stories of our time.

Winner of the Lambda Literary Award for Ficition

A New York Times Notable Book of the Year • A Publishers Weekly and The Washington Post Best Book of the Year • A New York Magazine "Future Canon"

Selection • A Chicago Tribune and Seattle Times (Michael Upchurch's) Favorite Favorite Book of the Year

Worship (On My Knees Series Book 1)

Author: Ella James

Book One in an epic, forbidden MM romance duet from USA Today Bestselling Author Ella James...

You think you know me.

That's the way I want it.

Making you feel like we know each other--like we could go grab a beer sometime--is part of my job. Maybe the most vital part. It doesn't hurt that I'm easy on the

eyes, single at 35, and born richer than sin. 

My aesthetic matters much more than it should, but all the better for my worthy cause.

And it's a worthy cause. I've made an art of making you feel good, and my influence makes you want to be good. Good like me.

You think you know me, but you don't.

Everyone has secrets. Mine could cost me everything. So I'm a fortress. No one's ever gotten close.

Until tonight.

See that man, the tall guy dripping on the bow of my yacht? The one I just pulled from the ocean?

He's the one who's going to cost me everything.----------------------

Find out why reviewers are raving about the bestselling On My Knees Duet... 

"Worship is perfect. It's got everything I love in a taboo forbidden romance, and it's done with Ella James's talented flair for emotional erotica that will drop you to

your knees." --My Little Book Nook

*****

"Worship blew me away. There is no other way of describing it. The story sucked me in, and now I can't get it out of my head." --Reflections of a Swede

*****

"I am wrecked. I cannot believe how incredibly I felt for these characters! This story took me places I hadn't planned on going. So unexpectedly moving. This is

not just an MM story with crazy hot sex (it has that too). It's about forbidden love, acceptance you don't think you can have and happiness you don't think you

deserve." --Keri Loves Books

*****

"This novel will ALWAYS have a special place in my heart. Always. So flippin' perfect." --Sairaika

Gruff Touch (Geek Ink Book 4)

Author: R. Cayden

Sometimes, love shines where you least expect it. 



There are a million reasons I shouldn’t crush on growly, grumpy Caesar Marin. 

For starters, the man is probably twice my age. 

He’s a famous tattoo artist, a biker with a pit bull, and he’s made it clear he doesn’t want anything to do with my geeky butt. 

 

He’s also apparently my father’s old friend. 

 

Not that I ever met my father. I only learned his name this year, and as soon as I tracked him down, I discovered that he had already passed. 

And with Mom gone now, too, that leaves Caesar as my only hope for learning more about the man. 

Caesar with the sexy growl, silver hair, and thick neck. 

Caesar who pushes me away even as his eyes beg me to stay. 

 

He’s the last man I should fall for, yet something deep inside insists that Caesar should be mine. 

If I can only shine bright enough to warm his grumpy heart… 

 

Gruff Touch is an age gap, grumpy/sunshine, geek and bad boy romance with a guaranteed HEA. It features a growly tattoo artist, a geeky sweetheart who loves

repairing pinball machines, and two opposites who spark when they attract. Book 4 in Geek Tattoo, it can be enjoyed alone or as part of the steamy M/M series. 

Wilde Fire: A Forever Wilde Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Otto:

Seth Walker was my first love and I always swore he’d be my last. Even after he moved away our senior year in high school, we vowed to reunite after

graduation. But when he suddenly broke things off without explanation and crushed my heart, it was my turn to run.

After a decade in the navy, I’ve finally come home ready to move on with my life as Hobie’s newest firefighter. Unfortunately, the minute I set eyes on the new

sheriff in town, I know I’m screwed. Hobie’s top cop is none other than Seth Walker.

Turns out, he’s come home too. And hell if he doesn’t have a lot of explaining to do.

Walker:

I thought I was doing the right thing when I walked away from Otto Wilde ten years ago without an explanation. I was wrong. I also thought I could come back

home without having to face my past mistakes. I was wrong about that too.

What I’m not wrong about: The fact that my heart catches fire every time I set eyes on the sexy man. The fact that I can’t imagine my life without him. The fact

that things are still just as complicated now as they were then. And the fact that I have a lot of work ahead of me if I expect to win him back.

Just when things start heating up between us again, a serial arsonist strikes and suspicion falls close to home. I already lost Otto to a secret long ago but I’ll be

damned if I let another threaten to send our future up in smoke.

Because Otto Wilde is mine, and I don't plan on ever letting him go again.

Each novel in the Forever Wilde series can be read on its own or as part of the series. Fair warning, there will be nekkid man parts touching, meddling patriarchs,

sweet second-chance love themes, and a dearly departed donkey named Debbie Gibson.

Summons: A demon/mage story (Quirk of Fate Book 1)

Author: Lisa Oliver

Summons 

 

The first in a new series of standalone stories where our lovely men find their mates in the strangest of circumstances. It has to be Fate, right? 

 

Edward Rosen, level ten mage, hadn’t reached the end of his tether – he was hanging from it. After a hundred and twenty-four years of living under his parents’ 

rules, Edward decided the only way things could change, was if he got married. The only problem was that the wedding was meant to take place in a matter of 

hours and Edward hadn’t met his groom yet. 

 

Mammon, Prince of Hell, was doing what most demons did when they were bored – he was playing poker. When an unbeatable hand is foiled by a summons, 

he’s not impressed. But rules are rules and Mammon followed the summons, determined to get back to his game as quickly as possible. 

 

Marrying was just the first hurdle. Coping with the demands of Edward’s family, a curse, a prophecy, and four hellhounds took a lot of work. Clara’s having a ball, 

but what’s with all the toothpicks and where did the dragon come from?



 

Summons is a 50,000 word story that’s a classic example of what happens when the author’s muse runs amuck. But like all of Lisa’s stories, it contains fated

mates, a spot of humor, and intimate situations between two men that are only suitable for readers eighteen years and older. HEA is guaranteed. 

Dirty Daddies PRIDE

Author: Nora Phoenix

Dirty Daddies presents PRIDE

Love is Love and romance comes in all shapes, sizes, and pairings. So do Daddies.

Eleven authors. Eleven brand new stories. Eleven Dominants that prove being a Daddy is about more than just your gender identity or who you desire. They have

the attitude, the need to protect and provide, and a certain someone they can't wait to make their own.

With stories from some of the top authors in the genre and pairings of MM, FF and MMF, Dirty Daddies Pride is sure to put a smile on your face, a spring in your

step, and rainbow-colored-stars in your eyes!

The Daddies are waiting. Get your copy today!

Anthology includes the following stories:

Dirty Hand (MM) by Nora Phoenix

Sculptures and Snuggles (MM) by Della Cain

Butcher’s Babygirl (trans FF) by Siobhan Smile

Van: Dr. Richards' Littles® #32 (MMF) by Pepper North

Dirty Deed (MM) by Gianni Holmes

Daddy, At Your Service (FF) by Eden Bradley

A Leap of Faith (MM) by M.A. Innes

Daddy’s Rent Boy (MM) by Chara Croft

Slippery When Wet (MM) by Morticia Knight

Daddy Abroad (MM) by P.D. Carter

Secrets and Princess Dresses (MMF) by Jamie Merrick

Muscle and Bone

Author: Mary Calmes

You belong to me and I know it down deep, in muscle and bone, where my wolf lives. 

 

Avery Rhine isn’t an average homicide detective with the Chicago PD. In fact, Avery isn’t an average anything. Sure, as an omega he knows he’s at the bottom of 

the food chain, but that’s never slowed him down. He’s got a great life, complete with a loving family and a best friend who’d take a bullet for him, so what more 

could he possibly want or need? Except, maybe, for the world to change. And to find someone to spend more than one night with, but that isn’t high on his list of 

priorities. He’s never been one to believe in destiny or whatever else the fantasies sell about there being someone special out there meant just for him. 

 

Then a chance encounter at a party changes everything. 

 

Graeme Davenport has no delusions about finding his true mate. The consensus is that if an alpha doesn’t find their other half by the time they’re thirty, the 

chances of it ever happening go from slim to none. He’s not a mere alpha, though; Graeme is a cyne who sits at the pinnacle of lupine hierarchy, so he’s 

obligated by tradition and duty to choose an omega now, sign a contract, and bond with him. Love is not part of the equation. 



When Graeme and Avery meet, their fierce attraction to each other flies in the face of reason and logic. Avery’s intense physical reaction to the alpha is

something he’s never experienced before, while Graeme, who has always been the soul of discretion, loses all his inhibitions to desire for the man he wants to

possess. They are two very different men trying to navigate expectations, separate reason from innate primal drive, and do it while working together to solve a

murder. 

 

It will take everything they are to find a middle ground, and to learn to trust in a fated kind of love.

Subtle Blood (The Will Darling Adventures Book 3)

Author: KJ Charles

Will Darling is all right. His business is doing well, and so is his illicit relationship with Kim Secretan--disgraced aristocrat, ex-spy, amateur book-dealer. It’s

starting to feel like he’s got his life under control.

And then a brutal murder in a gentleman’s club plunges them back into the shadow world of crime, deception, and the power of privilege. Worse, it brings them up

against Kim’s noble, hostile family, and his upper-class life where Will can never belong.

With old and new enemies against them, and secrets on every side, Will and Kim have to fight for each other harder than ever—or be torn apart for good.

Legendary Daddy (Love in LA Book 1)

Author: Mia Monroe

I knew he would be my Daddy one day. Now I have to convince him.

My vision board has three things on it:

Move to LA

Become a popular director

Meet my idol and make him fall for me

What can I say, I’m a dreamer. 

My chances of making that last one happen were slim to none, until one day, fate shined upon me and I was standing face to face with the man himself, Legend.

A scandal took him out of the spotlight and the dating world, but I’m determined to make him mine AND return him to his rightful spot as the adult industry’s top

Daddy.

He’s been wronged in the past, but I know I can be his perfect boy. Convincing him to give his career and love life another chance isn’t going to be easy, but if

fate is still on my side, our life together could be: Legendary. 

Legendary Daddy is a steamy, age gap, Daddy/boy romance with a tenacious aspiring director, a scandal weary performer, a dash of hurt/comfort, and learning

that it's never too late to live life on your own terms. It is book 1 in the Love in LA series featuring doting Daddies and sweet boys finding love in Los Angeles. 

The Unicorn Union (Fairytale Mates Book 1)

Author: Hawke Oakley

Magic wishes only come true in fairytales... Or do they?

Raising a toddler is hard enough, but it's even harder if you're a single omega like Ryan. He's not sure how much longer he can stand being alone, especially

when he's surrounded by happy couples everywhere he goes. Maybe he should take a page from his son's favorite story, Magic the Unicorn, and make a wish for

a happily-ever-after of his own.

Enter Ulysses the real life unicorn. A shifter. AKA, a being that shouldn't even exist, as far as Ryan knows. Not only is Ulysses 100% real, but he's kind,

compassionate, and smoking hot. The best part is that he adores Ryan's son, Andrew, as if he were his own.

Could fairytales be true after all?

The Unicorn Union is a sweet and fluffy 20k mpreg novella featuring a human omega, an alpha unicorn shifter, and an adorable toddler. It is a standalone with no

cheating and a HEA.

Wicked Outlaw (Ward Security Book 6)



Author: Jocelynn Drake

Cole loves the city. He loves the noise, chaos, and having tacos delivered at 2 a.m.

He loves his job at Ward Security. He might look like a bodyguard, but there’s nothing better than being counted as one of the hacking tech triplets.

There is no way he will ever love horses, cows, and the great wide open of Texas.

At least, that’s what he thinks until JB Alexander rides into his life.

He can’t deny the burning attraction of JB’s easy smile and weird sense of humor. 

And while they’re dodging gun shots, crazy neighbors, meddling family, and secret plots, Cole might be forced to admit that he’s found an even greater love.

Wicked Outlaw is the sixth full-length novel in the Ward Security series and is jam packed with crazy neighbors, wild gun shots, a horse named Dopey, llamas,

code names, a bisexual awakening, and new beginnings.

Deadly Lover: Special Edition (Exit Strategy Book 1)

Author: Jocelynn Drake

New Expanded Content for Deadly Lover!

Justin Mallory is an assassin. But he’s really a good guy.

He has years of bad decisions to make up for, starting with agreeing to join the CIA after being recruited out of the Marines. No reason to add more black marks

to his soul.

Now he chooses the jobs and he works always alone. It’s safer that way, and he can make sure the good guy always wins.

But this job…he can’t do alone.

Two scientists are dead and a dangerous drug is on the cusp of winning FDA approval if he doesn’t track down the culprit behind the lies and murders.

Gabriel Prescott is a well-trained, efficient, and cold-blooded killer. After a brutal betrayal left his lover dead, Gabriel is out only for himself.

But when this lucrative contract lands in his lap, he can’t pass it up. Even if it means working with the unpredictable and insane Justin Mallory.

Dodging bullets and secret meetings force them to depend on each other.

And one hot, frantic night together leads to a hidden sweetness and questions of whether they could possibly have something more.

Author’s Note: As a gift to readers, I have expanded the original Deadly Lover by nearly 20,000 words, giving readers a deeper understanding of Justin and

Gabriel. Furthermore, I have added the short story Lover Calling to the special edition so you can enjoy even more of these fun assassins.  

Swiped By My Dad's Best Friend (Thrust Into Love Book 1)

Author: DJ Jamison

Cooper Rutledge: frat boy, general screwup, and...Daddy's boy? 

 

On the surface, I don't take things too seriously. 

Not my poor grades, or my hookups, or my inability to find my purpose. 

But that was before. 

 

Before the daddy of my wet dreams swiped right on my pic. 

Before he turned out to be my father's best friend. 

Before I convinced him to indulge in one night of pleasure with no strings. 

 

I didn't count on how magical it would be. 

I didn't know that when he spanked me and offered words of praise, my soul would drink it up. 

I didn't realize how right Daddy kink would feel. 

 

One night could never be enough. 

Because I do care. Too much. 

And when life sends me into an emotional tailspin, Trace steps up to support me---proving he cares too. 

 

Everything has gotten very real, very fast.



But are we ready for the fallout? 

I can't let anyone, not even my father, come between me and Trace. 

 

I've finally found my Daddy, and I'll fight to keep him. 

 

Swiped By My Dad's Best Friend is a contemporary age-gap M/M romance that includes light daddy kink and no age play.

Rule of Law (The Goode Life Book 3)

Author: Isla Olsen

Lawson

I have one rule when it comes to my sex life: I only hook up with guys who identify as straight. It’s a tried and tested way of avoiding the cling factor, which I’ve

found to be a huge problem in the past. A one-night stand with a curious ‘straight’ guy is the perfect situation: no strings, no mess, no dodging unwanted texts and

phone calls.

Is it the most healthy way to handle my commitment issues? Probably not, but it’s what I’ve got right now.

Of course, there’s one straight guy who’s completely off-limits. And because irony’s a bitch, he’s the one guy I just can’t stop thinking about…

George Goode is sweet, charming, hilarious, and sexy as hell. And he’s also become one of my best friends since I moved to the tiny town of Finchley about a

year ago.

But let’s make one thing clear: I do not have feelings for him. I don’t get feelings. I’m not wired that way. I just think about him all the time, I miss him when he’s

not around, and I seem to spend a lot of my time daydreaming about snuggling on Sunday mornings and visiting famers markets together. All totally, one hundred

percent normal stuff to be thinking about one of your best friends…right?

You’d think, given everything, that when George decides to express a little curiosity, I’d be a hundred percent on board. But for some reason it’s not quite as

simple as all that…

Come visit Finchley, CA, where the sun’s always shining, the locals are always gossiping, and you won’t walk two steps without bumping into a member of the

Goode family. If you’re lucky you might find gold; or, even better…true love.

Remington: An M/M Mafia Romance (The Theriot Family Book 1)

Author: Silvia Violet

A mobster rescued me, and I rescued him right back.

I should never have approached Remington's car. I knew he was dangerous, but he needed help and I was sure he could pay well for it.

When he offers me an astronomical sum to stay with him for two weeks, I can't say no. Even then, I know when our time is up, I'll wish we had forever.

Remington cares for me like no man ever has, and I can’t help falling for him. But how could a crime boss be my Prince Charming or give me the fairytale happily

ever after I’ve always dreamed of?

Demons Do It Better: A Hidden Species Novel

Author: Louisa Masters

I work for Lucifer. Only, it’s not as cool and satanic as it sounds. 

The truth is, I’m an admin assistant who applied for a job that sounded kind of interesting and ended up working for the Community of Species Government. I’m 

the only human in the office, and basically I ride herd on a team of rambunctious shifters and demons. 

I also spend a lot of time avoiding Gideon Bailey, the demon I had a one-night stand with right before I took this job. He hates me, and I really want to avoid being 

murdered. But I’ve been offered a promotion that will mean working with him, so we’re both going to have to get over it. 

Plus, people are going missing. Pregnant people. And the word is that someone is dabbling in genetic experimentation. Putting a stop to that is more important



than the sexual tension Gideon and I have been ignoring… isn’t it? 

Born This Way: A Paranormal Fated Mates Romance

Author: Macy Blake

Even a human like me knows that to a shifter, pack is everything. So when my best friend asks me to check up on her brother—a lion/tiger hybrid who was been

banished from his own pride—I agree...

And find out I’m his fated mate.

Hart’s been through a lot, and I know it. The circumstances of his birth made him an outcast, and those scars run deep. He’s also got a million excuses for why he

never came back to claim me the way he says he wanted to.

But when he sees me on his doorstep and suddenly decides to make up for lost time… well, let’s just say I’m not falling for it. 

Claiming is a forever thing. And nothing about Hart Sherman with his fancy career and solitary lifestyle says he wants forever with small-town guy like me.

If he wants me to believe he’s serious, he’ll have to prove it. By finding a place in the pride for the amazing man he made himself… and for the liger he was born

to be.

Famine's Foursome (A Loving Nip Book 25)

Author: Charlie Richards

Enforcer Knossis Raund doesn’t know why Fate has forsaken him. He meets his mate, only to discover she’s a happily married woman in a great marriage with

several kids. Refusing to bring heartbreak to the family, Knossis seeks out the one thing he can think of that will allow him to still have a sex life—a vampire’s bite.

As a vampire wrangler, Chissom Minscote is confident in his abilities. He knows Knossis expects to be bitten by a female vampire. Except, none are available,

and the handsome shifter is desperate to feel…something. Chissom is happy to help. Hank Everly is a human who’s been working as a donor for over ten years.

He loves the thrill of the bite, but he knows never to get attached. When Chissom asks Hank to help him show a lonely and heartbroken shifter a relaxing evening,

he’s happy to help the handsome pair. An unexpected attack, a myriad of injuries, and the intervention of a Horseman of the Apocalypse bring the trio to a

crossroads—accept the bond of Famine so they can bring their attackers to justice or die. Can the group learn to care for and trust each other as they unweave

the twisting plot against them?

Head to Head: An Enemies-to-Lovers, Forced Proximity, MM Romance (Nerds vs Jocks)

Author: Eli Easton

If these two don't kill each other, they might fall in love.

Rand hates Jax because he’s the laid-back, vegan-eating, tree-hugging, total-Zen-until-I-get-a-chance-to-screw-you president of Sigma Mu Tau, the nerdy

fraternity that’s the sworn enemy of Rand’s house, Alpha Lambda Alpha. What a phony!

Jax hates Rand for being the privileged, rich-heir-to-an-oil-empire, environment-destroying, soul-sucking president of the ALA jocks—but mostly because Rand

hated him first. Rand has sent nothing but hateful vibes his way since the day they met. What a douche!

The enemies have never had a single conversation that didn’t involve shouting—until Jax’s old Buick breaks down on a road trip and Rand plays reluctant

rescuer. Jax is forced to sit on Rand’s dead cow seats. Rand learns chickens can enter the living room and that Jax’s beliefs are more than skin-deep. The bitter

rivals embark on a quest to save a family member and discover that sometimes animosity is a mask for crazy-hot attraction. With this much face time,

head-to-head might become heart-to-heart.

HEAD TO HEAD is an enemies to lovers, forced proximity, opposites attract, searching for his sister, clashing cultures, MM romance—with a whole lot of fracking.

Invisible Strings

Author: Aimee Nicole Walker

Magnetic as the SunJimmy Alsop, a vivacious journalist, longs to trade his sheltered life for a summer of adventure but lacks the confidence to launch his stellar 

plan. Lonely as the MoonNova Skye, an aloof scientist, wants to resuscitate his dead love life but hasn’t found the right man to kickstart his guarded heart. 

Eclipse of the HeartSparks fly when a chance encounter drops Jimmy and Nova into the same orbit. Though their approach to life and love couldn’t be more 

different, they’re inexplicably drawn together as if connected by an invisible string. With nothing to lose but their inhibitions, Jimmy and Nova embark on an epic



adventure of discovery. Passions soar with the sultry Savannah temperatures, and soon, their carefree summer becomes something more profound and beautiful

than either man bargained for. But are the ties that bind sturdy enough to withstand a lifetime, or will they fray after a season? Invisible Strings is a standalone

novel within the Sinister in Savannah universe. Jimmy was introduced in Mr. Perfect, but it is not necessary to read that book first. Invisible Strings is a

contemporary romance, where the other Savannah books are romantic suspense. We have heat, humor, and heart, but there are no homicides in this book, y’all.

Invisible Strings contains mature content and is intended for adults eighteen and older.

Power Plays & Straight A's (CU Hockey Book 1)

Author: Eden Finley

FOSTER:

“Look out for Zach and don’t hit on him.”

My brother’s request sounds easy enough. Keep an eye out for his best friend on campus and keep my hands to myself.

Easy.

Even if Zach is a quintessential nerd, who I’ve always thought was cute, I don’t have the time to think with my … stick.

There’s only one stick I should be focused on this year, and that’s my hockey stick. My goal once I graduate is to get an NHL contract.

The last thing I need is a distraction. On or off the ice.

Only, keeping to the rules is harder than I thought it would be.

ZACH:

People confuse me.

And no one more than Foster Grant.

I’ve barely spoken two words to him in the whole time I’ve known him, but the second I step foot on campus, he’s impossible to shake.

I can never anticipate his next move. And whenever we’re together, my next move is a total mystery as well.

I want to give in to him, but that might mean coming clean about something I’ve never been bothered about before.

I’m still carrying my V-card.

And I think it’s time to turn it in.

Hell Breaks Loose: Hellhound Champions Book Four

Author: Macy Blake

Safe to say Achim’s life wasn’t going as planned. First, his mission for the fire goddess ended up with him—a hellhound who’d never actually been to hell—being

sent precisely there. Worse, he found himself stuck in the strange hellscape with Ozias, a guy who’s a) hotter than the fire of both suns in the hell-realm, b) really,

really likable, despite his arrogance, and c) oh yeah, the actual prince of hell.

Their connection comes in handy, though, when a demon escapes into the human realm and Ozias is sent to track it down. With magic fluctuating wildly around

them, the hellhound pack is run ragged trying to keep the supernatural world a secret from the humans… especially since Achim is just a wee bit distracted

keeping his mind and hands off the gorgeous-but-cocky prince. But when the strange forces wreaking havoc on the human realm attempt to drive Achim and

Ozias apart… well, that’s when things get really messed up.

Because if they think they're gonna keep a hellhound from the guy who might just be his mate… They’re gonna watch all hell break loose.

Feral (The Wrong Alpha Book 2)



Author: Alessandra Hazard

Sometimes kissing the Beast doesn't turn it into a Prince Charming—instead, he's a charming prince you want to punch...

Jules is an ordinary nineteen-year-old omega from a perfectly respectable family. He’s not the most beautiful, or the smartest, or the strongest of the four Blake

siblings. And he’s fine with it, really. He isn’t ugly or anything, but by omega standards, he’s nothing special. “Nothing special” describes Jules’s whole life. It’s

utterly boring.

So when strange things start happening in their house, it piques Jules’s curiosity. There’s a beast in the Blake family mansion; Jules is sure of it. He sometimes

hears growls and screams coming from the basement, and the men guarding the door look positively terrified.

What could terrify grown alphas? Jules will have to investigate!

But his investigation comes with surprises…like the Beast’s overwhelming effect on Jules’s omega nature. It doesn’t mean anything. Of course it doesn’t. Jules is

just curious; that’s all.

Curiosity can change a life, but when you’re attracted to a feral alpha whose real face you haven’t even seen…will it change for the better? What if the Beast is no

Prince Charming but a cold-hearted, cynical bastard? A bastard Jules shouldn’t want—but does. A bastard Jules should stay away from—but can’t.

This novel is a steamy alpha/omega enemies-to-lovers MM romance with a happily ever after. While mpreg exists in this world, it is only mentioned and does not

appear on-page. This book can be read on its own or as part of the series The Wrong Alpha.

Just Friends (Never Just Friends Book 1)

Author: Saxon James

Roo 

 

Five years ago, I walked away from Sunbury, Oregon, and left my best friend behind. 

 

The move was supposed to get my life on track. I even had a list. 

 

Life changing epilepsy surgery. Check. 

 

See the world. Check. 

 

Get over my straight best friend … Not exactly. 

 

No matter where I go or who I meet, I can’t let Tanner go. 

 

I’m back to tell him how I feel. To get the closure I need once and for all. 

 

Only now I’m here and falling for him all over again, it’s getting harder to say the words. 

 

Because once I have my closure, I’ll be gone. 

 

And this time it will be for good. 

 

 

Tanner 

 

When my best friend, Roo, left for Australia, it was the worst day of my life. 

 

I thought we’d have each other always. 

 

But Roo needed the surgery so I let him go, thinking he’d come straight back. 

 

Five years is a long time. 

 

Now he’s here, all I want is to hold on tight. 

 

I need to show him what he means to me. 

 

The problem is, I’m not exactly sure what that is. 

 

My draw to him has always been confusing and different—everyone in town says so. But I struggle to understand it. 



All I know is I won’t survive him leaving again. 

 

And I’ll do anything to make him stay. 

 

 

Just Friends is a best friends-to-lovers romance with an oblivious MC, only one bed, and terrible kangaroo jokes. 

Stud (Four Bears Construction Book 5)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Stud: A boss, knob, or nail head...or, you know, the hot guy who’s way too young to keep asking me out with that adorably earnest smile…

It’s been three years since West walked into my bar and asked me out for the first time. I was relieved he stopped asking after the first few “no”s and a

way-too-good-to-be-real kiss. He’s fifteen years younger than I am; it can only lead to trouble.

Of course, now he’s running through people off dating apps like it’s his job and wearing these lace panties that look really unfair on someone as furry and

muscular as he is, and, um...what was I talking about?

I probably shouldn’t sabotage his dates, but I’m only human. I might not be ready to admit that I want him, but I’m definitely not ready to let anyone else have him

either.

He’s too perfect, too hot, and I am in way too much trouble…

*** Stud is a friends-to-lovers, construction-worker-in-panties, omg-so-much-swoon story that happens to be the fifth book in the Four Bears Construction Series.

Every book in this series CAN be read as a stand alone, but they’re a lot more fun together!

Nathan: An MM Romance (Johnson Family Rules Book 2)

Author: Carly Marie

It’s true that you catch more flies with honey than vinegar… but what if I’m looking for a unicorn?

Elliot’s life has been planned out for him: college, job, marriage, family. Going through life on autopilot, he’s rarely done anything for himself. When his sham

marriage falls apart, he has to rebuild from the ground up and is faced with admitting the thing he’s hidden from everyone: He’s gay.

Nathan thrives on control and order. Having no say in the new attorney that was hired threatens both. Before meeting Elliot, Nathan’s made it his mission to run

him off as quickly as possible. That is, until he spots him at DASH, the gay club in town.

Could Elliot be the unicorn Nathan’s been looking for? He’s never going to know if he doesn’t try, but the problem is going to be getting the quiet attorney to turn

off his brain and just feel. If Nathan can find a way to be the Dom Elliot is just discovering he’s always needed, Elliot might just be the unicorn that changes

Nathan’s life.

Nathan is the second book in the Johnson Family Rules series. When the Johnson family is around, there’s no telling what might happen. They are a family who

loves fiercely and has unconditional support and nosiness for everyone in their lives. Nathan and Elliot are bound to be inundated with well-meaning family as

they find their way as Dom and sub.

King's Gambit (Road To Redemption Book 1)

Author: Aiden Bates

I'm done with falling for bad boys … 

 

I've got a simple plan: bartend at King's Gambit until I have enough cash to start my own yoga studio. I'm not supposed to fall for King in the process. 

 

Whoops. 

 

I'm over bad boys, and ex-gangster King is badder than most, but I can't resist. 

 

When trouble at the bar threatens what we're building together, I will stand by King through thick and thin. But he's not the only one haunted by his past. 

 

All this time, he’s been worried he'll bring me down. But I could be the pawn that brings down the king.



Pretty Boy (Perfect Boys Book 1)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Once upon a time, in a little Texas town in the middle of nowhere, there lived a boy who everyone called ugly…

When half your face is covered in a big, blotchy birthmark, you get used to the staring and the whispers. You get used to feeling unwanted.

Until he walks into my bar…

Tall, gorgeous, and all kinds of out of place. And the way he looks at me ain’t like no way I've ever seen before.

Does he mean it when he says he wants to take me away from here? Nobody’s ever wanted me around for long. Can I believe Barrett when he says that’s what

he wants?

Something about the word Daddy on my lips makes it all seem possible. Even if I don’t really believe anyone would want to keep an ugly boy like me forever…

*** Pretty Boy is a low-ish angst, steamy, sweet Daddy story with NO age play.

Radio Static: An MM Romantic Mystery

Author: Nicky James

Two single dads.

Two headstrong teenagers.

One dead body.

A cabin in the middle of nowhere, nature all around, peace and serenity. It was supposed to be a vacation to help Nova reconnect with his son.

But he didn’t expect to fall for his neighbor in the cabin across the lake.

He didn’t expect an erratic and unusual broadcast on a radio station no longer in existence.

And he definitely didn’t expect a dead body in the water.

Mercy likes his mysteries to stay within the pages of his novels. When strange things start to happen at his summer cabin, he and his daughter team up with the

man and his son on the other side of the lake to get to the bottom of it. A little amateur sleuthing won’t hurt anyone, right?

Someone out there knows the truth.

Who is the man on the radio?

What does he know?

Mercy and Nova are determined to solve the mystery, but are they willing to risk life and limb for answers? Because someone doesn’t want their secrets

revealed.                                                                                                                       

**Radio Static is an MM romantic mystery involving two single dads in their midforties.**

Clutch (Forbidden Desires Book 1)

Author: Piper Scott

Bookish, snarky, and fiercely independent Nate Boudreaux leads a solitary life. Between teaching classes at the university and working toward his PhD, he 

doesn’t need a partner to occupy his time, and he certainly doesn’t need a man like Alistair Drake complicating his future. 

 

Alistair Drake, black sheep of the tremendously wealthy Drake family, is more interested in adding another notch to his bedpost than another zero to his bank 

account. When a Grindr message brings him to Nate’s doorstep, then straight to his bed, he has no reason to believe that what they share will be more than a 

simple hookup, until, three months later, a tug on his soul informs him otherwise. 

 

For the Drake family has a secret—one that will force Nate and Alistair together as much as it will demand that they be torn apart. One that Alistair and his 

brothers have carried all their lives… and one that Alistair and Nate’s future children will carry, too. 

 

Bound to each other by three precious impossibilities, Nate and Alistair have no choice—no matter the consequence, they must fight for their forbidden clutch. 



Clutch is a 64,000 word steamy omegaverse mpreg-ish romance that will leave you in stitches. It contains a Grindr hook-up gone very wrong (or very right); giant

magical lizards; a pig named Olive; a wank throne; and a HEA, right down to the white picket fence.

Goal Lines & First Times (CU Hockey Book 3)

Author: Eden Finley

COHEN

It turns out making out with my best friend in high school could be considered gay. Who knew? Apparently, everyone but me.

Now that it’s been pointed out, I can’t help reliving it in my head. Repeatedly. Goodbye Denial Town, hello Confusionville.

When my path leads me down the gay dating app route, I don’t expect to meet anyone I like, but then I meet him.

He can’t be more opposite than me. He’s smart, he hates hockey, and he identifies as demi—something I’ve never heard of.

Yet I can’t deny something’s there. Something I want to explore in person. If only I could get him to agree.

SETH

All my life, I’ve felt broken.

Sick of being asked if I could be gay by ex-girlfriends, friends, and even my parents, I join a gay dating app to prove a point.

I don’t expect to find what’s always been missing. A real connection.

The problem is, I’m too scared to meet him in person. He’s a hockey player, and I fear when he finds out my twin plays for the NHL, I’ll be overshadowed by my

overachieving brother. Again.

Worse yet, what happens if we meet and that connection isn’t the same?

When I tell him I’m not ready, he’s disappointed but supportive. Fate, on the other hand, isn’t as accepting.

I had no idea the person I’ve been falling for is someone I already know.

Black Moon (Wolf Moon Rising Book 1)

Author: Sam Burns

An apple a day won’t keep this doctor away.

Linden Grove has always known that he’s not destined to be the next pack alpha. That position belonged to his brother Aspen—but then Aspen left the pack to

join the military. When the unthinkable happens and the pack is left rudderless, someone has to step up and take care of it. Can a doctor go from “do no harm” to

defending his own with his teeth and claws?

Colt Doherty is used to a certain kind of life. Glittering, picturesque, and . . . empty. As the youngest child of the country’s only werewolf senator, Colt has grown

up in the spotlight, and he’s all too used to knot-headed alphas taking credit for the work of others, especially omegas like himself. When his editor sends him to

write a story on the Grove pack, though, he finds something completely unexpected: Linden Grove in his unpolished perfection, as shiny and sweet as the apples

his pack are known for.

A Grove pack omega has been kidnapped, and someone has to step up. The pack needs Linden to fill his father’s shoes, but no wolf can stand on his own. To

save the day, sheltered Colt has to drop the politics and become the action hero he never thought an omega could be.

Black Moon is an 90k word standalone novel featuring one fiery journalist, one doctor with an obsession for hand knit sweaters, and the sweetest apple pies on

the whole eastern seaboard, all bundled up in a non-mpreg A/B/O universe.

Sleight of Hand (The Kings: Wild Cards Book 3)

Author: Charlie Cochet



Former Special Forces Green Beret, Sacha “Joker” Wilder, is well-versed on the subject of demolitions. As a silent partner of Four Kings Security, Joker spends

his days working alongside his brothers-in-arms and his best boy, Chip—a bomb-sniffing Belgian Malinois with sass. Years of military and private security

experience have prepared Joker for almost anything, except the explosive attraction between him and Giovanni Galanos.

When Gio returns from his travels abroad, everyone is charmed by the handsome billionaire philanthropist, but in Joker’s experience, anyone who’s too good to

be true usually is. Gio is hiding something, but the more time Joker spends around Gio, the more his walls start crumbling, leaving him exposed and at risk of

losing his heart, something he swore he would never do. Love is for suckers, and that’s not him.

For years Gio has dedicated his life to his charity work, helping people around the globe, but when things go horribly wrong during one particular trip, Gio decides

it’s time to come home for good. The desire for family, and a certain ex-Green Beret with a chip on his shoulder, has Gio eager to restart his life Stateside. For all

of Sacha’s blustering and griping, no one makes Gio feel safer. If only Sacha could see how right they are for each other.

Danger lurks in the shadows as someone sets their sights on Gio, and secrets are forced into the light. If Gio and Joker are to have any kind of future together,

they’ll have to face difficult truths, because where love is concerned, it’ll take more than sleight of hand to make things work.

The Kings: Wild Cards series is a spin-off of the Four Kings Security series.

Trusting Cade (Custos Securities Series Book 1)

Author: Luna David

At 38, Zavier “Cade” McCade has it all: a military career he can be proud of, a successful business, and a close knit group of family and friends. A former Army

Special Forces Captain, Cade leaves the military to create Custos Securities, a burgeoning protection agency that provides unparalleled security for both civilians

and corporations across the U.S.

After a string of disastrous relationships—and a narrow escape from an abusive partner—Braden Cross is finally putting his past to rest. Combining both his

passion for baking and his knack for business, Braden owns the Sugar n’ Spice Café with his best friend who concocts exotic coffees and teas that pair perfectly

with his decadent confections.

When a stalker sets his sights on Braden, the young pastry chef’s world is turned upside down. More frightened than he cares to admit, and not knowing where to

turn, Braden is relieved when Cade steps in to offer his protection. Caught up in a maelstrom of threats, break-ins, and vandalism, the two draw closer together.

Braden eventually realizes that he can trust Cade with his life, but he finds himself wondering… can he trust him with his heart?

Author’s Note: 111K words/approx. 444 pgs. For those of you that prefer warnings (trigger or otherwise) for your books, please use the “Look Inside” feature to

find the warnings within the first few pages. For those of you that hate warnings--don't “Look Inside” . . . Happy reading!

Temptation (Rent A Spouse Book 1)

Author: Jason Collins

ASHLEY:

When Axel opens the door, it’s obvious: he expected “Ashley” to be a woman when he hired me from the spouse rental agency. But I can still make this work.

Sure, I’ve never cooked or cleaned, but that’s what YouTube educational videos are for, right? Best of all, my new boss is, in a word, hot. And not as straight as I

first thought.

He’s divorced from a woman, but the way he touches me tells me he’s intrigued.

Little did I know, we’re connected in more ways than one. My father’s business is moving into town—and putting Axel out of business. Telling Axel could ruin

everything between us, but my heart is in too deep to back out now. I want more than a work contract with Axel, but our relationship may not survive the truth.

AXEL:

After my divorce from my ex-wife, I’m done with love and marriage. So I decide to “rent a spouse” to handle the cooking and cleaning while I focus on my

business—which is how I’m paired with Ashley. When my new spouse shows up at the door, I certainly don’t expect the hottest man I’ve ever seen to waltz in.

Ashley’s all sunshine and sass, and he makes me never want to leave the house.

I’ve never been attracted to another man, but he breaks through all my barriers. My heart wants more with him, but my business is in trouble, and soon I’ll have to

cut costs—including my spouse. Worse yet, Ashley seems to know more about my business than he lets on. He’s hiding something, and if we’re going to be real

partners, I need a real answer.

This is the first book in the Rent A Spouse series. It can be read as a standalone with no cliffhanger.



Zander: An MM Daddy Romance (Johnson Family Rules Book 1)

Author: Carly Marie

It’s hard to get what you don’t ask for

Noah’s world turned on its head when he discovered his new boss was the gorgeous Daddy Dom he saw at DASH. He knows he should talk to him, but how can

he do that when he ends up hurting himself any time Deputy Daddy is near?

As the chief deputy, Zander knows he needs to keep things professional with the newest deputy. That becomes harder each time Noah gets hurt. All he wants to

do is swoop in and make things better. Maybe if he can find the mysterious guy with the intricate tattoo from DASH, he’ll be able to stop obsessing over the

newest deputy.

An accident has Zander’s personal and professional lives colliding as he discovers the man with the tattoo is none other than Noah. Now that he knows Noah’s

secret, the overprotective Daddy isn’t going away until he’s sure Noah is okay.

A little communication goes a long way, but after a misunderstanding and a lot of embarrassment, will the two ever be able to talk? If they can’t, one of them is

going to need a new job. If they can, Daddy and boy might just discover that they are exactly what the other has been looking for.

Zander is the first book in the Johnson Family Rules series. When the Johnson family is around, there’s no telling what might happen. They are a family who

loves fiercely and wants everyone to have their happily ever after. Zander and Noah are bound to be inundated with nosy people, embarrassing moments, and a

unconditional support while they find their way as Daddy and boy.

Secret Simon (A Haven Hart Novel)

Author: Davidson King

Simon

Being the nephew of one of the most infamous mob bosses in the world isn’t easy. Our family has enemies everywhere, and no one is safe without protection.

Here I am at college with a fresh start, a new last name, and secrets hidden from those around me—life is going according to plan. Then one day on campus, I

see him…and I want him to strip me bare…in more ways than one.

Rush

Abernathy is more than just the university I attend. It’s my destiny, my namesake. Singing and entertaining are who I am, but my father wants me to major in

something more appropriate for the name I carry. I’ve resigned myself to being who my father wants, doing what he wants. Then Simon comes into my life…and

turns everything upside down. Now I have a reason to fight for what I want.

Who knew our love story would lead to secrets revealed, murderous plots, and finding our forever buried under so many lies? Hopefully we’ll live long enough to

see it.

*This is a Haven Hart Novel and does not follow the larger story arc in the first 7 books. For a more enjoyable reading experience, you should read the Haven

Hart Series in order.

Forever Wilde in Aster Valley

Author: Lucy Lennox

When Miller Hobbs finds himself on a winter vacation in Colorado with the giant, exceedingly loud, Marian and Wilde families, he doesn’t quite know what to do

with himself. He’s not really a Marian or a Wilde despite having DNA ties to both.

So every morning before the rest of the family wakes up and fills Rockley Lodge with holiday merriment (and noise), he escapes to the quaint downtown of Aster

Valley where he spies a man through the bakery window kneading dough and dancing to music only he can hear. Miller is entranced by the dancing baker, and

when Darius looks up and catches Miller staring, the interest suddenly goes both ways.

Can two strangers find love among the quaint chaos of an Aster Valley Christmas? Even if it includes the two most overwhelming and meddling families vying for

the title of greatest matchmakers of all time?

The Foxxxy Gentlemen's Club: Christian (Foxxxy Book 1)

Author: Nikole Knight

Foxxxy Rule #1: Never fall for a client.

Christian Webber is femme, fabulous, and an absolute freaking mess. Although he loves his chaotic life, his cherished friends, and his job dancing and escorting 

at the exclusive Foxxxy Gentlemen’s Club, he’s also twenty-nine, single, and facing down the very real possibility of turning into a lonely, old cat lady. But an



encounter with a client’s jaded son may change everything.

Gordon van Dierman has his life figured out. He owns a business, a house, and a dog with his partner of seven years, but when he learns of his partner’s

infidelity, the grumpy Dutchman abandons everything he’s built and returns to his childhood home in America to lick his wounds in peace. But a run-in with a

feisty, genderfluid escort may be just what the doctor ordered.

When Chrissy and Gordon’s lives collide, it’s hate at first sight to be sure, but the fire between them may be more than simple loathing. You know what they say:

love and hate are horns on the same goat—or however that expression goes.

Chrissy knows better than to fall for a client. But the rules don’t say anything about a client’s son, do they?

Every book in the Foxxxy series can be read as a standalone, but they are best enjoyed when read in order.

Finding Sanctuary (Magical Mischief at the B&B Book 1)

Author: Susi Hawke

Sanctuary B & B—Our wards are strong and our door is open!

Running a B&B is hard enough, but doing it inside the warded walls of a quirky, ancestral castle in downtown Austin, TX adds its own set of special challenges.

Darcy Valentine not only protects and takes care of the motley mixed group of supernaturals and humans who’ve sought sanctuary within its walls, he also has to

contend with ghosts with marital woes and his meddling, bossy mama.

After a frustrated call to his favorite podcast—hosted by a man rumored to be a genie—and an accidental wish for his heart’s desire, Darcy meets his favorite

author, Storm D’Arcy. Except, Storm isn’t exactly the kind of man he expected… or human. Storm is a vampire. A charming, gorgeous, blood-sucking monster.

But then again, appearances can be deceiving.

On the run to save his handi-capable sister from the vampires chasing them, Storm comes to Sanctuary to beg for protection. His only wish is for the pair to find a

new home within its walls. The absolute last thing Storm’s looking for is a feisty human who’s armed with enough silver blades to kill him without blinking… and an

even sharper tongue.

Note: An earlier version of this was previously published in the Heart-2-Heart Paranormal Anthology as “A Caller From Austin” but the original has been

completely re-edited with over 5k of new material added, including a new chapter and a different ending than the original story. This 20k novella is the first in the

Magical Mischief at the B&B series. This book does not contain mpreg, but it does contain one slightly pudgy protector, twin fae sisters, and a never-ending first

date.

Obsession (Rent A Spouse Book 2)

Author: Jason Collins

JOSH:

My love life is on the backburner—or so I thought. I moved to this small town to escape my overbearing ex, and I became a rent-a-spouse to pay the bills. But I

didn’t plan for Keaton, my ridiculously handsome new boss.

I’ll be Mr. Thornhill’s husband any day of the week.

Keaton’s attracted to me, too, and he wants a real relationship. Our chemistry is too strong to ignore and being in his arms makes me feel safe again. But when

my ex reappears and won’t stop harassing me, I’m tempted to run. Except that would mean leaving Keaton behind.

KEATON:

It all started when my new rent-a-spouse walked through the door. Josh is charmingly soft-spoken, witty, and full of mystery. I needed someone to cook, clean,

and make the house a little less lonely in this mountain town. Instead, my new “husband” has the physique of an underwear model.

I’m not complaining.

Around Josh, I’m happier than I’ve ever been. He’s addictive, and our relationship becomes more than just a contract. But Josh carries a sadness in his eyes I

can’t explain, and he refuses to talk about his past. If he won’t let me in, I can’t protect him from the ghosts that still haunt him.

This is the second book in the Rent A Spouse series. It can be read as a standalone with no cliffhanger.

First Blood (Mismatched Mates Book 4)

Author: Eliot Grayson



Blood is a necessity, but love is a luxury they can't afford...

Vampire enforcer Victor Schmidt doesn’t have time for distraction. His enhanced senses can track human blood in or out of a body, but it doesn’t usually smell

like oranges, honey, and temptation. And it’s not usually coursing through the veins of a beautiful back-alley rentboy. That should make it easier, right? Pay, bite

and be on his way.

While prostitution isn’t Laurie’s dream job, someone has to take care of his sister and her kids. But being a blood donor to a tall, dark and brooding vamp isn’t part

of his career plan. Until he agrees…and it’s far more pleasurable than he could have imagined.

Nurturing isn't in Victor’s wheelhouse, yet he finds himself tucking the all-too-tempting boy into bed. And feeling things he shouldn’t be. When Laurie's attacked,

it's almost a relief: breaking necks is way more Victor’s style and he’s all-too-happy to kill. But Laurie being kidnapped wasn't part of anyone’s plan.

Now Victor's determined to save Laurie at any cost. Can he bring them both out alive, or will they die before they’ve even shared their first kiss?

This book is set in the world of the Mismatched Mates series, but it stands alone. However, look for cameos of your favorite characters from the other books in the

series. This series does not contain mpreg.

Triple Affinity (D'Vaire, Book 23)

Author: Jessamyn Kingley

Joining the Council of Sorcery and Shifters was a simple decision for the ruler of the brown bears. Two centuries later, Artair Ursus Arctos is a successful leader

with a loving family, and the only thing he wants is his mate. Artair is fascinated by magic and secretly hopes to find forever with a sorcerer.

As a child, Lochlan Airle had privilege and wealth but lacked any control. He walked away from his prominent family at eighteen, only to get fired from countless

jobs. Behind the scenes, his mother uses all her connections to break his spirit, but she will not deter him. After finally landing a job at the Circle of Mages, a

matebond is the last thing on his mind.

Twenty-six-year-old Riker McKenna has a hard-earned doctorate and enough magic to guarantee immortality. Although his brother’s decision to stay with their

wastrel parents broke his heart, Riker is determined to make the most of everything. When he qualifies for employment at the Circle of Mages, he does not know

it will lead him to his mates.

Within a week, the three men meet and must confront the poor odds of triple matebonds in the Council. To reach the affinity they desire, they will have to rapidly

adjust to each other and all the surprises life has in store.

The Alpha Experiment (Mismatched Mates Book 5)

Author: Eliot Grayson

Studying shifter genetics takes brains, patience…and sometimes simulating mating rituals with your alpha-werewolf bestie. You know, for science…

Brilliant geneticist Newton McEwen, the only human in a family of werewolves, has devoted his life to researching the scientific key to shifter magic. Now he’s

being blackmailed and his life’s work is threatened if he can’t produce results.

Alpha werewolf Colin Kimball is a newly-minted pack leader with a mountain of responsibilities, but when his lifelong best friend tells him he needs help, Colin

drops everything to run to his aid. But Newt’s not just looking for a brawny bodyguard to watch his back—he needs help with an experiment, one he can’t carry

out alone.

Out of academically approved methods, and desperate to accelerate his research, Newt’s trying a last-ditch approach, with himself as the test subject. And the

very alpha Colin as the catalyst.

Determined to succeed, Newt’s willing to get up close and personal with Colin as many times as it takes. Only feelings weren’t a variable logic-minded Newt took

into account. Now not only is Newt’s career on the line, his most important relationship is at stake. Can they outwit Newt’s blackmailer and move on from their

experimentation…or will they lose the friendship that means everything to them?

The Alpha Experiment features not-so-scientific mating rituals, magical handcuffs, some very inappropriate outdoor activities, knotting, and a guaranteed happily

ever after. Even though it’s number five in the Mismatched Mates series, it can be read as a standalone. The series does not contain mpreg.

Show Me (Extracurricular Activities Book 3)

Author: Neve Wilder

Two Roommates. One Camera. A whole lot of action.



I get crushes the way some people get seasonal allergies.

And sharing a house with four hot roommates is like being stuck in permanent spring.

Too bad I keep getting friend-zoned.

But it’s senior year now, and I’m done pining for the impossible.

Time to live it up and go out with a bang.

Or a lot of bangs.

And I’m definitely, definitely not getting attached to anyone.

Especially not my straight, gym-loving, football-player roommate Sam whose impressively large... smile I caught a glimpse of once.

Or several times.

That’s why, when Sam asks me for help with a very special, very NSFW project so he can make a little cash, of course I agree. In the name of friendship.

And if it turns out that Sam’s more than just muscles—that he’s sweet, and smart, and a little bit filthy, and a whole lot less straight than I thought—well, that’s

neither here nor there, because this time I’m gonna be smart. This time, I’m friend-zoning myself.

We’ve got a list of deliciously hot scenarios, a camera, and Sam’s huge… smile. What could possibly go wrong?

From the author of Want Me comes the third new adult college romance in the Extracurricular Activities series. Expect low angst, high heat, plenty of laughs, a

flustered redhead, a gentle giant of a football player, and enough BDE to power a mid-size city.

Harvest Moon (Wolf Moon Rising Book 2)

Author: Sam Burns

Lost best friends grow back together.

Alexis Mena has waited five whole years for his childhood sweetheart to come back from college. He’s ready to get marked, mated, and finally settle down, but

when the stoic farmer returns, there’s a wall between them that Alexis can’t scale. Looking at Ridge every day is too much for Alexis, so when his cousin offers

him the chance to stay with her and her husband, he jumps to get away. If he can’t have the life he’s always dreamed, with the Grove pack, at least he can stop

waiting.

Ridge Paterson returned from college with nothing to his name but an old truck, a one-eyed barn cat, and a heap of debt. Fortunately, he’s also got hope—hope

all that schooling’s prepared him to turn the family farm around. But no sooner has he set foot back on Paterson land than his parents decide to sell it out from

under him. Listless and lost, he lets Alexis slip through his fingers. Left with cut roots and a heap of desperation, the man he left behind tempts him to find a new

place to call home.

There’s more on the line than student debts and insecurities for the young werewolves. The mysterious Condition is affecting Alexis’s cousin, threatening her

pregnancy and everything Alexis holds dear, and the man with the skills to solve it all might just be an alpha willing to follow his one-true love halfway across

Virginia for a chance to put down roots of his own.

Harvest Moon is a 90k word novel about one sad man of the land, his podcasting childhood sweetheart, and an illness that threatens all werewolfkind, in a

non-mpreg ABO universe.

The Gems Collection

Author: V.L. Locey

The Gems Collection (A Contemporary MM Romance Quadrilogy) 

 

The southside of Colchester has a reputation: if it’s illegal and makes you feel good you can find it here. The same can be said about Gems, the scandalous little 

secret that hides deep in the heart of that gritty urban maze. Gems is the hottest gay bordello to be found east of the Mississippi. Its clientele includes some of the 

most affluent men in the world. Bored men with money to burn and certain elite tastes. There is no price tag too high, no scruple too low, no fantasy that cannot 

be lived once you’re through the doors. As long as your money is good there are only two rules that need to be followed: 

 

One is never touch the beautiful jewels until your credit card has cleared. 

Two is to never fall in love with the clients or the precious gems. 

 

Those rules are about to be broken… 

 

Included in this collection are the following four novellas: 

 

Opal 

Garnet



Diamond 

Onyx 

 

 

 

Clean Slate (The Goode Life Book 1)

Author: Isla Olsen

Zack

Twelve years ago, I thought I had everything figured out: I’d go off to college, get my marketing degree, come back to my charming little hometown of Finchley in

California’s Gold Country, help my high school sweetheart build his carpentry business, and live happily ever after…

Ha! That’s teenage naivety for you.

Instead, on the eve of my college departure, Slater Goode (henceforth known as The Devil) ripped my heart out of my chest and stomped all over it. Figuratively.

But I don’t care about that anymore. At. All. I have a great life in Chicago… I mean, things aren’t exactly rosy right now, what with my boyfriend slash boss

cheating on me, and then losing my job over that little vandalism incident… But that’s just a blip. Things will get better. They have to. I’ll be damned if I’ll be

returning home to Finchley with my tail between my legs.

But then I get some news: The Devil’s grandfather, whom I love as if he were my own, has passed away in a tragic mishap of the coital nature, and missing his

funeral is not an option.

Despite my desperate prayers, when I return home I’m appalled to find The Devil has not been the victim of some disfiguring flesh-eating disease. Nope, if

anything he’s even hotter. And he’s sweet, and funny, and everything I remember falling for back in high school. But he’s still The Devil who shattered my heart

and there’s no way I’ll give him the chance to do it again.

Exes with benefits, though? Now that could be an idea…

Come visit Finchley, CA, where the sun’s always shining, the locals are always gossiping, and you won’t walk two steps without bumping into a member of the

Goode family. If you’re lucky, you might find gold; or, even better…true love.

One Bite With A Vampire: A Hidden Species Novel

Author: Louisa Masters

Getting kidnapped was never part of my life plan. But being rescued opened up a whole world of crazy.

It’s not easy being the only human at the Community of Species Government—and especially not when you’re the rescue case. Two years ago, I was planning to

go to college, have a wild time, then settle into a normal life. Instead, I was kidnapped, spent months being a test subject, was in hiding for nearly a year, and then

found out that my whole existence is a science experiment conducted by the bad guys. It’s definitely time to reassess.

My rescuers at CSG have been awesome… mostly. They gave me a job, a home, and a support network. But the whole demons, vampires, shifters thing is not

easy to get used to. Especially when one particular vampire makes me want to take up stake sharpening for a hobby. How can someone be over eight centuries

old and have the maturity of a drunk frat boy?

The thing is, teenage mentality or not, Andrew is a fierce protector. With the bad guys still on the loose, I need someone like that on my side. Plus, did I mention

that he’s not hard to look at? I could stare at him all day if only he never opened his mouth.

As we race to find my former captor before he can find me, life takes another twist and upends my world all over again. This time, though, I’m ready—after all, I’ve

got an eight-hundred-year-old vampire at my back. What could possibly go wrong?

Fenwick: Warlocks of Amherst Book Five



Author: Taylor Rylan

When Fate steps in and Fen and Sev cross paths, will they be able to make things work?

Fenwick Thompson isn’t like the other warlocks in the Amherst Coven. He’s not looking for his One. And he’s certainly not wanting to be a father. No, there are

more than enough children running around the estate to drive him crazy. What he needs is a vacation. What does he get? His One in the form of the sexy

vampire Sev.

Severino Rossi loves his life as a blackjack dealer on the Beloved Gem. His coven aboard the riverboat casino affords him the opportunity to meet new people,

but when it comes to love, Sev knows it’s no use. Not until he meets his beloved. When he comes face-to-face with Fenwick, he’s completely unready for what it

means to have found his beloved in the sexy warlock.

Unprepared for what fate has in store for them, Fen and Sev must figure out how to deal with a pregnancy they weren’t planning for while deciding which coven

they’ll call home.

Fenwick is the fifth book in the Warlocks of Amherst series. Each book in the series focuses on a different couple but these books should be read in order as

previous couples will make appearances in future books. This book is intended for adults only. This is a fated mate MPREG story with plenty of magical sexy

times. You should expect all the normal vampire markings, but sometimes love bites in unexpected places.

Web of Lies (The Goode Life Book 2)

Author: Isla Olsen

Jesse

My little brother is getting married and I couldn’t be happier…

Well, maybe I could if I hadn’t just been dumped by the boyfriend I thought was about to propose, kicked out of my New York apartment, and, worst of all, lost one

of the pediatric patients under my care at the hospital where I work as a nurse.

With the current sh*tstorm that is my life, who could blame me for going a little overboard on the cocktails at the bachelor weekend in Vegas?

Me. I could blame me. Especially when I wake up with the hangover from hell and the memory of marrying my arch-nemesis, Webster Goode, in a ceremony

caught on camera by the reality show Real Vegas Weddings.

There’s only one clear path forward: get through my brother’s wedding, get an annulment, and get back to New York and my normal life. All without anyone

finding out what Web and I did in Vegas.

But it turns out correcting that big mistake won’t be as easy as I’d first thought, and keeping our secret from the Finchley gossip machine could be damn near

impossible…

The truth is, the more time I spend with Web, the more I start to realize there might be a very thin line between love and hate…

Come visit Finchley, CA, where the sun’s always shining, the locals are always gossiping, and you won’t walk two steps without bumping into a member of the

Goode family. If you’re lucky, you might find gold; or, even better…true love.

The Best Friend: Red's Tavern, Book 1

Author: Raleigh Ruebins

My best friend’s a former quarterback, and I’m a nerdy math teacher.

He has no idea how badly I want him.

Back in high school, Mitch protected me from bullies and was at my side through tragedy. It didn’t matter that he was a football star and I was a mathlete, or that I

was gay and he was straight. We stuck together like glue--until he married a girl and ran away.

Now Mitch is back home, and he’s a divorced single dad. His son is in my math class, and I collide with Mitch everywhere in this small town. When he starts

bartending at the only local gay bar, I’m screwed. Red’s Tavern is my haven, but how can I fake it for other guys when I’m in love with the big jock behind the bar?

Then Mitch invites me into his bed, saying it's just for fun. But I’m addicted to him the second his body is on mine.

I’ve done the math a million times. I know the odds are bad, but I know I want him.

And now that he’s given me a taste, I can’t stop begging for more.



Step Daddy: An M/M Daddy Romance (Command & Care Book 4)

Author: Morticia Knight

Kit has two questions: When did he start being attracted to men? And why does that man have to be his stepbrother?

When Kit’s mom got married to Gareth’s dad, six years and zero interest in each other existed between them. But that all changes when Kit starts noticing what a

cool guy Gareth is. A bit of hero worship sets in, but that’s the extent of his feelings toward his brother.

Or so he thinks…

Gareth never paid much attention to the little brother he inherited when his Dad got remarried. The kid was nice enough, but whatever. He had plenty of

fascinating activities to capture his attention—the type of activities that a teen becoming a man hides from his family. After a stint in the Marines and a growing

career in Motocross, Gareth has set himself up nicely in Vegas. All his favorite pursuits are at his fingertips. And as much as he loves racing bikes, he loves his

downtime as a respected Daddy Dom even more.

One night, Gareth is stunned when his younger brother shows up at his door unannounced. He’s even more shocked at how much Kit has grown in all the best

ways possible. How will he keep his greedy hands off his hot stepbrother? If only Kit didn’t need his help so badly, maybe Gareth would stand a chance…

Step Daddy is the fourth book in the sizzling Command & Care M/M Daddy romance series and can be read as a standalone. Each installment features a

different couple and the series is connected through a common theme only. If you like bi-awakening, first time and forbidden romance, then you’ll adore Morticia

Knight’s scintillating tale of new discovery.

Buy Step Daddy to experience the yearning for illicit love today!

Bond (Forbidden Desires Book 2)

Author: Piper Scott

Adorably naive and shockingly brilliant Harrison Lessardi only needs two things in life: his pet iguana, Steve, and his undying love of science. That is until he

witnesses his best friend lay eggs, and a third must-have strolls into his apartment—the sardonic and mischievous Everard Drake.

Everard Drake, celebrated doctor of the tremendously wealthy Drake family, has one goal in mind when he arrives at the scene of his youngest brother’s latest

disaster: incinerate Harrison Lessardi. Unfortunately for Everard, the moment he spots Harry, incineration becomes an impossibility—he must have the gorgeous

beta as his own, even if it means holding him captive on his estate.

But something else lurks behind Everard’s interest in Harry—something that tugs at Everard’s soul in impossible ways, and that will send Everard and Harry down

a rabbit hole of discovery that will change the world as they know it.

An alpha and a beta can’t share a bond.

Can they?

Bond is a 78,000 word steamy omegaverse mpreg-ish romance that will leave you in stitches. It contains an unexpectedly consensual kidnapping; giant magical

lizards; an iguana with a full wardrobe named Steve; never-ending nicknames; and a HEA that may, or may not involve mosquito nets. For maximum enjoyment,

Bond is best read following the events of Clutch.

Angel Ink (Get Ink'd Book 7)

Author: Ali Lyda

No one's ever caught me thinking with my manhood. 

 

Being demisexual means attraction doesn't always come easy. And it has a way of knocking me off my feet. I can't want Joel. I'm pretty sure he's scared of me, 

and we're working together. 

 

It's a recipe for disaster. 

 

Too bad my emotions say otherwise. And once they start talking, my body starts listening. I've been screwed by love before. Is Joel worth taking the risk? 

 

There’s no need to get bent out of shape over one hot guy. 

 

Managing talent puts me in the path of plenty of attractive men, so there's no reason to freak out every time I see Kyzer. Besides being gorgeous, he's covered in 

ink and as intimidating as they come. You'd never know from looking at him how gentle he is. He's a client and no matter how much I want him, he's off limits.



 

There are lines in this business that you can't cross. I know it's best for both of our careers. But what if throwing out the rules leads us down the path to happily

ever after? 
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